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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Hybrid rocket motors are a demonstrated alternative to liquid rocket engines and
solid rocket motors for use in rocket propulsion systems. In general, hybrid motors use a
combination of one propellant in solid phase (typically the fuel) and the other propellant
in liquid or gaseous phase (typically the oxidizer). The oxidizer flow rate is controlled by
the oxidizer injection system while the fuel flow rate is driven by the vaporization rate of
the solid fuel.

One means of measuring the vaporization rate of the fuel is by

determining the rate at which the solid grain regresses as it burns. This rate is known as
the regression rate and is an essential part of predicting hybrid fuel performance. For
system applications, the regression rates of typical hybrid fuels are an order of magnitude
too low to effect efficient volumetric loading of the fuels. As such, understanding basic
combustion mechanisms to augment the fuel regression is critical to increasing the
practicality of hybrid rocket motors as propulsion systems.
1.1

Literature Review
To gain a better understanding of the physics driving hybrid fuel regression and

ways to augment it, a literature review of hybrid motor design and fuel regression was
conducted. The literature review focused on hybrid rocket fundamentals, hybrid fuel
regression, and various means that have been tested to enhance hybrid fuel regression.
1

Reviewing the literature provided an understanding regarding the physics behind hybrid
fuel regression, the techniques that have been used to enhance the regression rate, and the
opportunities in the field for further investigation.
1.1.1

Hybrid Rocket Motor Fundamentals
Many different forms of rocket propulsion exist.

In general, these methods

function by increasing the velocity of the rocket through a momentum exchange
according to Newton’s Third Law of Motion.

This exchange is accomplished by

accelerating the propellant through a nozzle. Energy can be provided to the propellant in
several different ways. In chemical propulsion, the energy of the propellant is converted
into high-enthalpy and high-velocity gasses using combustion. In nuclear propulsion, the
working fluid’s energy is increased by transferring heat from a reactor to the working
fluid using a heat exchanger. Several different methods are used in electric propulsion.
In electrothermal propulsion, the working fluid’s energy is increased by electrical heating
such as by electrical arcs or resistive heating. In ion propulsion, the working fluid is
ionized and then accelerated through the use of electrostatic fields. For electromagnetic
propulsion, an ionized gas is accelerated through the use of electric and magnetic fields.
While the different propulsion methods have applications that use their respective
advantages, only chemical propulsion has been used to propel a rocket into flight. [1]
The three primary methods of chemical propulsion are liquid propulsion, solid
propulsion, and hybrid propulsion. Liquid propulsion is used in either monopropellant or
bipropellant form. In monopropellant liquid propulsion, a single propellant is stored in a
tank and then either pressure fed through a nozzle or fed over a catalyst to promote
decomposition. In bipropellant liquid propulsion, both the oxidizer and the fuel are in
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liquid form and are stored in separate tanks. The propellant is fed to the engine using
either a pressure fed or a pump fed system. In solid propulsion, the oxidizer and the fuel
are in solid form and are mixed together into a heterogeneous grain which is stored in the
thrust chamber. For hybrid propulsion, one of the propellants is in solid form and the
other propellant is in either liquid or gaseous form. The standard method is to use a solid
fuel and a liquid oxidizer. The liquid propellant is stored in a tank and fed into the engine
while the solid propellant is formed into a grain and stored in the thrust chamber. [1]
Hybrid rocket motors have several advantages as compared to liquid rocket
engines or solid rocket motors. These advantages include greater safety as compared to
solid rocket motors due to the separation of the fuel and oxidizer storage areas, greater
reliability as compared to liquid rocket engines due to the elimination of one propellant
feed-system, as well as the capability to throttle thrust during operation and stop-restart
capability [1].

However, hybrid rockets do have several disadvantages.

These

disadvantages include mixture ratio shift during operation, low regression rates leading to
lower propellant mass fractions, susceptibility to chugging instability, and complicated
port combustion leading to difficulties in modeling the port physics [1].
A diagram of a notional hybrid rocket booster is shown in Figure 1.1 [1]. As can
be seen in the figure, the hybrid propulsion system contains a hydroxyl-terminated
polybutadiene (HTPB) fuel grain stored in the combustion chamber in the aft end of the
rocket as well as a liquid oxygen (LOX) tank with a pressurization system to supply the
oxidizer. An injector plate is located between the oxidizer tank and the fuel grain to
introduce the oxidizer into the fuel ports for combustion. The combustion products and

3

any remaining uncombusted fuel and oxidizer enter the mixing chamber for final
combustion and then are accelerated out the nozzle to provide thrust. [1]

Figure 1.1. Sample Hybrid Rocket Layout [1]

Hybrid rockets have been investigated for use in several areas but have not seen
widespread acceptance. The American Rocket Company (AMROC) performed several
static firings of hybrid rocket motors in the 1980’s and 90’s but were unsuccessful in
developing an operational hybrid rocket motor [1]. However, successful launches of
hybrid rockets have been performed. Lockheed Martin launched a sounding rocket using
a hybrid rocket motor in 2002 [1], and Nammo Raufoss, in conjunction with Lockheed
Martin Michoud Operations and Andøya Rocket Range, launched a hybrid test rocket in
2007 [2-3].

The most significant use of a hybrid rocket motor was on Scaled

Composite’s SpaceShipOne which won the Ansari X-prize in 2004. The motor used on
SpaceShipOne was designed by SpaceDev who had, in 1998, bought the rights to
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AMROC’s designs [1]. In addition to these uses, there has been interest in investigating
the use of hybrid rocket motors on nanosatellites [4-5]. Due to the small scale of
nanosatellites, most nanosatellites serve as secondary payloads on launch vehicles. As
such, their orbit insertion is driven by the primary payload’s orbit requirements. Adding
a propulsion unit to the nanosatellites allows for orbit adjustment, but the propulsion unit
must be inert on the vehicle to prevent any risk of damaging the primary payload before
orbit insertion [4].

Another significant challenge is the development of a practical

multiple re-ignition system. Hybrid rocket motors meet both challenges of maintaining
inertness on the vehicle due to propellant separation and of providing a configuration that
allows for re-ignition.

Additionally, larger propulsion units could allow for extra-

planetary missions by constellations of nanosatellites. This would allow for increased
numbers of exploratory missions since constellations of nanosatellites would be a
potentially less expensive option as compared to traditional satellites [5].
Hydroxyl-terminated polybutadiene (HTPB) is a common baseline fuel used in
hybrid rocket motor designs and research. HTPB is inert, nontoxic, and low cost. In
addition, hybrid motors with an HTPB and LOX propellant combination yields a
performance equivalent to that of an engine using LOX and kerosene [1]. Other fuels
with similar performance to HTPB include acrylonitrile-butadiene-styrene (ABS) [6] and
polyethylene [7]. One particular area of interest in research is the use of additively
manufactured ABS as a potential hybrid fuel [6, 8-12].

The interest in additive

manufacturing is the potential that it provides for designing complex ports that would be
impractical to create with traditional manufacturing methods and for reducing the cost
associated with manufacturing complex grains [8].

5

As can be expected since hybrids combine aspects of liquid engines and solid
motors, the performance of hybrid rocket motors falls between that of liquid rocket
engines and solid rocket motors.

A chart showing the relative theoretical specific

impulse of propellant combinations for solids, hybrids, and liquids is shown in Figure 1.2
[13]. Specific impulse is a metric similar to a “gas mileage” that tells how much total
impulse can be extracted from a given weight of propellant. As can be seen in the figure,
hybrid rocket motors as a group have higher specific impulse values than solid rocket
motors but lower values than liquid rocket engines as a group. However, due to the
higher density of materials in solid phase than in liquid phase, the density specific
impulse of hybrid rocket motors is lower than that of solid rocket motors but higher than
that of liquid rocket engines. Density specific impulse can be a critical design metric for
volume limited designs as the density specific impulse indicates the total impulse that can
be extracted from a given volume.

Figure 1.2. Hybrid Rocket Performance Comparison [13]
6

The importance of specific impulse is given in the rocket equation shown by
𝛥𝑉 = −𝐼𝑠𝑝 𝑔𝑜 ln(1 − 𝜁)

(1.1)

where ΔV is the change in velocity of a spacecraft, Isp is the specific impulse, go is the
gravitational constant and ζ is the propellant mass fraction. The propellant mass fraction
is given by the equation
𝑚𝑝

𝜁=𝑚

𝑜

(1.2)

where mp is the total mass of the propellant consumed (counting both fuel and oxidizer)
and mo is the initial mass of the spacecraft (including the propellant mass). As can be
seen in Eq. 1.1, the velocity change can be increased by either increasing the specific
impulse or by increasing the propellant mass fraction of the spacecraft. This illustrates
the importance of the regression rate to hybrid rocket performance since increasing the
regression rate increases the propellant mass fraction of the vehicle. This relationship
shows that the velocity change of a spacecraft using a hybrid rocket motor can be
increased by enhancing the regression rate of the solid fuel. It will be shown later that the
regression rate also affects the specific impulse of the motor; however, the effect changes
based upon the mixture ratio of the propellants.
Since the regression rate of the hybrid fuel grain is critical to motor performance,
an understanding of the design of the fuel grains is important. A diagram showing a
notional classical hybrid fuel grain is given in Figure 1.3 [1]. As can be seen in the
figure, the oxidizer is introduced to the fuel grain through an injector at the head end of
the motor. While not the primary means of driving fuel regression, the injector design
does have an impact on the regression rate [14]. The fuel grain itself often utilizes a
multi-port configuration as shown in Section B-B in the figure. Multi-port designs are
7

used to increase the surface area of the fuel exposed to the oxidizer to account for the low
regression rate of classical hybrid motors since a larger burn surface area is required to
counterbalance a low regression rate to maintain sufficient fuel mass flow. This design
choice has drawbacks since multiple ports reduces the volumetric loading of the grain
and thin webbings between the ports increases the risk of structural failure of the webbing
leading to chunks of unburned to be expelled from the nozzle at the end of burning.
However, thick webbings to prevent web breakoff results in larger propellant residuals
after motor operation. Both low volumetric loading and large propellant residuals lead to
lower propellant mass fractions reducing the amount of velocity change delivered by the
motor [1]. In addition, low volumetric loading can lead to increases in grain length or
diameter which in turn can lead to increases in vehicle drag (this effect is more
significant with increases in diameter).

These potential drawbacks indicate the

importance of improving regression rates as increases in fuel regression could eliminate
the need for multi-port grain designs. Of additional note is the presence of a mixing
chamber at the aft end of the grain before the nozzle. The mixing chamber promotes
complete mixing and combustion of the propellants before exiting the nozzle. Due to the
diffusion mixing of the oxidizer and fuel in the boundary layer, port lengths on the order
of up to 40 to 100 port diameters could be required for complete mixing and combustion.
The addition of an aft mixing chamber promotes mixing and allows for shortening the
length of the fuel grain [15].
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Figure 1.3. Hybrid Fuel Grain [1]

The performance of hybrid rocket motors can be understood by a series of
equations. As stated before, the fuel mass flow rate is a critical piece of hybrid rocket
performance. The equation for the fuel mass flow rate in a circular combustion port is
given by
𝑚̇𝑓 = 𝜋𝑑𝑝 𝐿𝑐 𝑟̇ 𝜌𝑓

(1.3)

where ṁf is the fuel mass flow rate, dp is the diameter of the port, Lc is the length of the
port, ṙ is the regression rate, and ρf is the density of the fuel. The combined terms, π, dp,
and Lc represent the burn surface area of the grain (this representation would be modified
for noncircular ports). Using the mass flow rate of the oxidizer and the fuel, the mixture
ratio can be calculated using the equation
𝑂⁄ = 𝑚̇𝑜𝑥
𝐹
𝑚̇𝑓

(1.4)

where O/F is the mixture ratio and ṁox is the oxidizer mass flow rate. Example mixture
ratio values for stoichiometric conditions include 3.4 for oxygen/ethylene combustion
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and approximately 3 for oxygen/HTPB combustion [1]. The mixture ratio is an important
parameter for motor performance as it determines the chamber properties such as
chamber temperature, molecular weight of the products, ratio of specific heats, and
characteristic velocity. Another way of describing the mixture ratio is the equivalence
ratio which can be defined as
𝜙=

(𝑂⁄𝐹)
𝑠𝑡𝑜𝑖𝑐
(𝑂⁄𝐹)

(1.5)

where  is the equivalence ratio and (O/F)stoic is the mixture ratio at stoichiometric
conditions. As with the mixture ratio, the equivalence ratio is a useful parameter for
evaluating combustion properties.
Using the propellant flow rates, combustion properties, and nozzle design, motor
performance values such as thrust and impulse can be calculated. First, the chamber
pressure can be calculated using the equation
𝑝1 =

𝑐 ∗ (𝑚̇𝑜𝑥 +𝑚̇𝑓 )
𝐴𝑡

𝜂𝑐 ∗

(1.6)

where p1 is the chamber pressure, c* is the characteristic velocity, At is the nozzle throat
area, and ηc* is the characteristic velocity efficiency. The chamber pressure can be used
to design the motor grain and case so that it can withstand the stresses. In addition, it can
also be used to calculate the motor thrust using the equation
𝐹 = 𝐶𝐹 𝑝1 𝐴𝑡

(1.7)

where F is the thrust and CF is the thrust coefficient which is determined by the ratio of
the chamber pressure to the ambient pressure and the nozzle expansion ratio. Using the
thrust, the total impulse of the motor can be calculated by integrating the motor thrust
over time using the equation
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𝐼𝑡 = ∫ 𝐹 𝑑𝑡

(1.8)

where It is the total impulse of the motor. By dividing the total impulse of the motor by
the weight of the propellants consumed, the specific impulse of the motor can be
calculated using the equation
𝐼𝑠𝑝 = (𝑚

𝐼𝑡

(1.9)

𝑜𝑥 +𝑚𝑓 )𝑔𝑐

where mox is the mass of the oxidizer consumed and mf is the mass of the fuel consumed.
The specific impulse can be used in Eq. 1.1 to calculate the change in velocity of the
rocket. As can be seen in Eqs. 1.3 through 1.9, the regression rate influences the specific
impulse through its contribution to the fuel mass flow rate. However, the influence does
not follow a simple correlation as the mixture ratio has a significant impact on the
chamber properties and thus the specific impulse.

In general, motors tend to have

superior performance at mixture ratios near the stoichiometric condition.

As such,

regression rate adjustments that drive the mixture ratio to the stoichiometric value tend to
increase the specific impulse, and adjustments that drive the mixture ratio away from the
stoichiometric value tend to decrease the specific impulse. Due to low regression rates,
hybrid rocket motors tend to operate in oxidizer rich conditions; as such, increases in
regression rate can lead to increases in specific impulse as well as propellant mass
fraction. In addition, although the mixture ratio of a hybrid can produce optimal specific
impulse at one point in the grain evolution, the nonlinear response of the fuel regression
as the ports change causes shifts that lower the specific impulse [1].
1.1.2

Hybrid Fuel Regression
Hybrid fuel regression is driven by the transfer of heat from the flame to the fuel

grain. A picture showing the proposed physics of the process is shown in Figure 1.4 [16].
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As can be seen in the figure, combustion in a hybrid rocket motor is a complex process.
In the figure, the flow is from left to right. An oxidizer core flows above the turbulent
boundary layer and diffuses through the boundary layer to reach the flame zone where it
reacts with the fuel. On the left side of the figure are several radial profiles that describe
the distribution of fuel, oxidizer, and products at various locations in the flow. The curve
labeled “YO” indicates the mass fraction of the oxidizer, “YF” indicates the mass fraction
of the fuel, and “YP” indicates the mass fraction of the combustion products. As can be
seen, the oxidizer mass fraction is largest in the core flow and decreases toward the grain
surface; the fuel mass fraction is highest at the grain surface and decreases toward the
core flow; and the products mass fraction peaks at the flame zone and decreases toward
both the core flow and the grain surface [16].
Also of interest in the figure is the illustration of the major parts of the heat
transfer from the flame to the grain and the energy balance at the fuel surface. The
primary means of heat transfer from the flame as shown in the figure are convection and
radiation. In addition, the figure shows the possibility of additional radiation from soot
particles in the flow. Also shown is a blocking effect where the vaporization of the fuel
from the surface provides a flow normal to the grain surface that inhibits convective heat
transfer from the flame to the surface [16]. Finally, the dashed lines around the grain
towards the right of the figure show the energy flux balance at the grain surface.
While the energy balance can be quite complex, some parts of the balance include
the convective (Term 1) and radiative (Term 3) heat transfer to the grain, enthalpy
requirements for pyrolysis (Terms 6 and 8), conduction from the surface into the grain
(Term 2), radiation absorption by the grain below the surface (Term 4), and the enthalpy
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of the fuel entering the control volume as the grain regresses (Terms 5 and 7) [16]. In
short, the regression of the fuel is driven by the ability to control the processes that
control the heat transfer from the combustion to the grain surface to pyrolize the fuel.
Pyrolization is hindered by ineffective heat transfer from the flame to the grain (due to
the blocking effect caused by the vaporizing fuel, low heat transfer coefficients, etc.) and
by heat transfer from the surface to internal portions of the grain. Primary means of
enhancing grain regression are by increasing the heat transfer to the grain or by
decreasing the heat required to pyrolize the fuel.
The characteristics of hybrid fuel regression respond to the oxidizer mass flux in
the port, radiation, and pressure differently depending on the operating conditions.
Several different regimes exist for hybrid fuel regression.

A plot illustrating these

regimes is shown in Figure 1.5 [16]. As can be seen in the figure, the regimes are
primarily dependent on the oxidizer mass flux which is equal to the oxidizer mass flow
rate divided by the port cross-sectional area. In the middle regime, the regression rate is
primarily driven by the turbulent heat transfer with no explicit pressure dependence. This
regime is the one in which most hybrids operate [16]. In this regime, it is assumed that
the reaction is diffusion limited in that the limiting factor for the flame is the diffusion of
fuel and oxidizer to the flame. The reaction rates are assumed to be instantaneous
compared to the diffusion process [15]. Marxman [15] postulated that since the velocity
of the oxidizer in the core flow is roughly tangential to the flame (see Figure 1.4)
convection would not be a significant mechanism in transporting the oxidizer to the
flame.
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Figure 1.4. Hybrid Motor Combustion [16]
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While the flux-dominant dependency is generally true, if the oxidizer flux is
increased above a critical point, the chemical kinetics become more influential in
describing the regression rate as the reaction rates start becoming more significant when
compared to the diffusion rate. In this regime, the regression rate obtains an explicit
pressure dependence due to the kinetic effects [16]. Similarly, if the oxidizer flux drops
below a certain threshold, an explicit pressure dependence is also obtained as the
radiation heat flux starts to become more significant as compared to the convective heat
transfer.

The significance of the radiation heat flux can be driven by the reduced

convective heat transfer associated with lower oxidizer mass fluxes. However, radiation
heat flux can become significant without the requirement of low oxidizer mass fluxes if
the fuel grain contains metallic particles or if the combustion products of the oxidizer and
fuel are sooty [16].

Figure 1.5. Hybrid Motor Regression Rate Regimes [16]

Several correlations have been developed to predict the regression rate based on
various physical parameters. Marxman and Gilbert [15] and Marxman et al. [17] derived
equations for diffusion-limited, turbulent combustion in a hybrid rocket which led to the
equation given as
15

𝜌𝑓 𝑟̇ = 0.036𝐺𝐵 0.23 𝑅𝑒𝑥−0.2 ∝ 𝐵 0.23 𝐺 0.8 𝑥 −0.2

(1.10)

where G is the total mass flux through the port (includes both fuel and oxidizer flow
rates), B is the blowing number, Rex is the Reynolds number based on axial length, and x
is the axial distance in the port. Going over the terms in Eq. 1.10, the port mass flux is
given by the equation
𝑚̇

𝐺=𝐴

(1.11)

𝑝

where ṁ is the mass flow rate through the port and Ap is the area of the port. The
blowing number accounts for the effect of the injection of fuel vapor from the grain wall.
The equation for calculating the blowing number is given by
𝐵=𝜌

𝜌𝑣|𝑤

𝑢

𝑒 𝑢𝑒 (𝑐𝑓 /2)

ℎ −ℎ𝑤

𝑓𝑙
= 𝑢 𝑒 [∆𝐻
𝑓𝑙

𝑣,𝑒𝑓𝑓

]

(1.12)

where ρv|w is the momentum density of the vapor injected from the wall, ρe is the density
of the freestream port flow, ue is the velocity of the freestream port flow, cf is the friction
coefficient of the wall surface, ufl is the flame velocity, hfl is the enthalpy of the flame, hw
is the enthalpy of the fuel at the grain surface, and ΔHv,eff is the enthalpy required to
vaporize the fuel. As can be seen in Eq. 1.12, the blowing number can be represented as
either a momentum ratio parameter based on the wall and freestream densities and
velocities or as a thermodynamic parameter based on the flame and wall enthalpies. The
Reynolds number is given by the equation
𝑅𝑒𝑥 =

𝐺𝑥
𝜇

(1.13)

where μ is the viscosity of the port flow. The Reynolds number is the ratio of inertial
forces to viscous forces and indicates whether the flow is laminar or turbulent. Due to
combustion and the surface mass injection from the fuel grain, it is expected that the port
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flow transitions to turbulent flow shortly after injection [15].

Experiments were

conducted by Marxman et al. to validate the derived equations. Both the derivations and
the initial experiments were based on the assumption of a flat plate burner as opposed to a
cylindrical grain.

Since real hybrid motors typically exist as cylindrical grains as

opposed to flat burners, additional experiments were conducted to evaluate the
applicability of Eq. 1.10 to cylindrical grains. These experiments demonstrated that
cylindrical grains generally followed the predicted trend within experimental error [17].
Altman and Humble [18] revisited the correlation given in Eq. 1.10 and determined that
an exponent of “0.32” instead of “0.23” for the blowing number provided a more accurate
correlation [16].
Marxman [19] later revisited the correlation in presented in Eq. 1.10 to account
for effects due to variable fluid properties in the port flow. This correlation is given by
the equation
̅ 0.6
𝜌

𝜌𝑓 𝑟̇ = 0.036𝐺 (𝜌 )
𝑒

𝐵 0.23 𝑅𝑒𝑥−0.2

(1.14)

where ρ̄ is the average density in the boundary layer. This result was successfully
compared with experimental data, but its usefulness was observed to be limited by the
difficulty of precisely determining the density ratio [19]. This equation was further
refined by Marxman [20] to account for the presence of heterogeneous reactions in the
port.

Heterogeneous reactions occur when oxidizer passes through the flame

uncombusted and reacts with the solid fuel on the grain surface.

The correlation

accounting for heterogeneous reactions is given by the equation
̅ 0.6
𝜌

𝜌𝑓 𝑟̇ = 0.036𝐺 (𝜌 )
𝑒

(𝐵′)0.23 𝑅𝑒𝑥−0.2 [𝑒𝑥𝑝 (
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−𝑄ℎ
𝑄𝑐

𝑄

) + 𝑄ℎ ]
𝑐

(1.15)

where Bʹ is the blowing number times the Prandtl number, Qh is the heat flux from the
heterogeneous reactions, and Qc is the convective heat flux from the flame to the grain.
The Prandtl number is given by
𝑃𝑟 =

𝑐𝑝 𝜇
𝑘

(1.16)

where cp is the specific heat at constant pressure and k is the thermal conductivity. For a
gas, the Prandtl number is on the order of 0.7.
The correlation given in Eq. 1.15 was originally derived and validated based upon
accounting for radiation heat flux instead of heterogeneous reaction heat flux. The
impact of heterogeneous reaction was then formulated by Marxman by extension of the
same physical principles [20]. Of particular note in the equation is that the effects of the
separate heat fluxes are not additive. The presence of an additional heat source (whether
from radiation or from heterogeneous reactions) decreases the convective heat flux to the
grain. This lessening of the convective heat flux is caused by a “blocking” effect where
the vaporized fuel’s leaving the surface decreases the ability of the heat to convect from
the flame back to the grain surface due to the fuel vapor’s velocity’s being normal to the
grain surface. The normality of the fuel velocity lessens the convective heat transfer as it
can force warmer gasses away from the surface. [16].
In addition to the derived correlations, several empirical curve fits have been
performed to describe hybrid regression rate for a variety of regimes. These empirical
correlations are typically performed to simplify the expression and aid in calculations.
However, since the equations are empirically derived, they are only applicable to the
specific propellant combination and motor geometry. Muzzy [21] provided a correlation
for a kinetically influenced motor using the equation
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𝑟̇ = 𝐶5 𝑃0.5 𝐺 0.3 𝑥 −0.2

(1.18)

where C5 is an empirically derived constant, P is the chamber pressure, and x is the axial
location along the grain. This expression was validated using data from a 80% PB/20%
PMMA fuel and IRFNA oxidizer propellant combination [21]. Of particular interest in
Muzzy’s equation describing the kinetically influenced regime is the presence of an
explicit pressure dependence. As noted previously, pressure dependence is not typically
a property of diffusion limited regimes but it is one of kinetically influenced regimes
[16].
A final empirical correlation that is popular to describe the regression rate of a
hybrid motor is presented in Sutton [1] using the equation
𝑟̇ = 𝑎𝐺 𝑛

(1.19)

where a and n are experimentally determined constants based on experiments conducted
using particular propellant combinations and configurations with limited applicability
outside of those conditions. These coefficients are typically calculated based on the mass
flux’s being the oxidizer mass flux as opposed to the total mass flux of the oxidizer and
fuel. This form provides advantages in that it is tractable to use (only one variable is
present) and allows for simple calculations and comparisons between propellant
combinations and motor configurations.
As can be seen in the various correlations presented, the regression rate of a
conventional hybrid rocket motor is a function of the mass flux (typically simplified to
the oxidizer mass flux). This functionality can result in mixture ratio shifts. Mixture
ratio shifts can result from two primary mechanisms. The first mechanism is the change
in oxidizer mass flux during operation. For a constant oxidizer mass flow rate, the
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oxidizer mass flux will decrease during motor operation due to the increasing port crosssectional area caused by the grain regression. While the motor length can be chosen to
achieve optimal conditions at one point during operation, the changing flux will drive the
motor off the optimal condition. The second mechanism is the non-linear coupling of the
fuel mass flow rate with the oxidizer mass flow rate. For motors where the exponent in
Eq. 1.19 is not equal to 0.5, the fuel mass flow rate is non-linearly coupled to the oxidizer
mass flow rate. As such, any throttling of the oxidizer mass flow rate will result in a shift
of the mixture ratio. As stated previously, mixture ratio shifts from either mechanism
lower the specific impulse of the motor. [1]
1.1.3

Swirling Flow Hybrids
One means of increasing the regression rate of hybrid fuel grains is by using

swirling flow [22]. The creation of swirl in the combustion chamber can be created by
several designs including swirl injection [22], vortex injection [23], swirl end burners
[16], radial end burners [16], multi-slot swirl injection [7, 24-25], and swirling ports
(often created using additive manufacturing) [8, 26-27]. A sketch showing the basic
thought of swirling flow is given in Figure 1.6 [22]. As can be seen in the figure, the port
flow has both an axial component (“U”) and a rotational component (“V”). Current
thought is that the rotational velocity component enhances regression by increasing the
total velocity of the port flow and by forcing the port flow closer to the wall resulting in
an increase in the effective mass flux as seen by the wall [16, 22].
Radial and swirl end burners function similarly to other hybrids using swirling
mechanisms; however, the radial and swirl end burners do not have a port in the fuel
grain. Instead, the fuel grain is a cylinder with one end serving as the burning surface.
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The oxidizer is injected so that recirculation zones are created in the chamber to force the
oxidizer against the burning surface [16]. A drawing showing the flow patterns in a swirl
injection end burning hybrid is given in Figure 1.7 [16]. Swirl end burners can result in
regression rates up to 10 times that of conventional designs using HTPB. However, swirl
end burners have been limited to small scale designs, and the effect of scaling on
achievable regression rates is unknown [16].

Figure 1.6. Swirling Flow [22]

Figure 1.7. Swirl Injection End Burning Hybrid [16]
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The Vortex Injection Hybrid Rocket Engine (VIHRE) is another motor design
created to enhance the regression rate by using rotational flow. A drawing showing the
functioning of a vortex injection hybrid is given in Figure 1.8 [23]. As can be seen in the
figure, the oxidizer injection occurs at the aft end of the motor near the nozzle. Because
of the swirling flow created by the injectors, a vortex is established on the outer edge of
the port up against the fuel grain. This vortex climbs to the head end of the motor and
then turns and creates an inside vortex down the middle of the port before exiting the
nozzle. Similarly to other swirling flow type hybrids, the outer vortex in the port forces
the oxidizer against the fuel grain aiding the regression [16. 23]. Experiments by Knuth
et al. [23] have shown that vortex injection hybrids can result in regression rates up to 7
times that of conventional hybrids at same propellant combination and flux conditions.

Figure 1.8. Vortex Injection Hybrid [23]
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An additional means of inducing swirling motion in a hybrid rocket motor is
through multi-slot injection [7, 24-25]. A model showing an injection scheme for a
multi-slot injection hybrid is given in Figure 1.9 [7]. As can be seen in the figure, the
oxidizer is injected at several axial locations through injectors that go through the fuel
grain.

These injectors are offset from the centerline to create rotational flow.

Experiments by Hirata et al. [7] indicated that the regression rate enhancement using
multi-slot injection is dependent upon the fuel used (either HDPE or paraffin in the cited
experiment), but the regression rate is several times that of conventional designs. As a
side note, Tada et al. [25] tested two multi-slot injection designs with centerline injection
(i.e. without induced swirling flow in the port). While the amount of available data is
limited, the regression rate of the motor with non-swirling, multi-slot injection was
comparable to that of conventional designs [25, 28].

Figure 1.9. Multi-Slot Injection [7]
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1.1.4

Liquefying Hybrids
Another means of enhancing the regression rate of hybrid fuel grains is by using

liquefying fuels. These include the categories of cryogenic grains (such as solid methane
or solid hydrogen) [16] and paraffins [27-31]. These fuels increase the regression rate by
having a lower melting temperature that results in a melt layer on the fuel grain surface
[29]. An example of the functioning of a liquefying fuel is shown in Figure 1.10 [29].
Liquefying fuels enhance the regression rate in two primary ways. First, the lower
melting temperature (and vaporization temperature) enhances regression by requiring less
heat to melt and vaporize the fuel. Second, as the oxidizer and combustion gases flow
through the port, surface instability waves are established in the liquid. These waves lead
to the formation and breakoff of droplets that are entrained in the flow and combust. The
liquid droplets enhance regression not just by having the increased fuel mass leaving the
grain but also by not significantly increasing the blocking effect since the fuel is in liquid
phase [16, 29].
The primary drawback of cryogenic propellants is that significant temperature
conditioning systems are required to maintain the grain in solid phase [16]. The primary
drawback of paraffin fuel grains is the low structural strength of paraffin wax [16]. In
addition, studies have shown that increases in the initial temperature of paraffin grains
can make them susceptible to expelling unburned chunks of fuel as the softening of the
grain can result in breakoff of solid pieces of the grain [27]. The use of cryogenic
propellants can result in regression rates approximately four times that of HTPB [16], and
the use of paraffins can increase the regression rate to approximately three to four times
that of HTPB [28].
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Figure 1.10. Liquefying Fuel [29]

1.1.5

Hybrid Additives
Additionally, the regression rate can be enhanced with additives in the fuel grain.

Many types of additives exist including metal powders, metal hydrides, and oxidizer
particles [16, 32-34]. Since each type of additive is different, general statements about
additives as a whole cannot be made [16], but observations can be made for each type.
For metal powders, the regression rate is mostly enhanced by increasing the radiation
heat flux from the combustion products to the fuel grain [16]. Metal hydrides increase
the regression rate party by the increased radiation from the metal oxides and partly by
the increased heat release and reaction time of the hydrogen [32]. In addition, metal
additives increase the fuel mass flow rate by increasing the fuel density.
The addition of oxidizer particles to the solid fuel grain results in what is termed a
mixed hybrid [33, 35-36]. Mixed hybrids increase the regression rate by increasing the
heat flux to the grain through creating a flame at the surface of the grain (thus decreasing
the distance from the flame to the grain which increases the conductive heat transfer).
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This flame is produced by the combustion of the oxidizer generated by the particles in the
grain with the fuel vaporizing off the grain surface. The regression rate can be increased
even more through the use of additives in addition to the oxidizer particles [33].
Frederick et al. [33] tested six formulations of HTPB with ammonium perchlorate
(AP) and Fe2O3 (aka rust) added to the grain plus a pure HTPB fuel. In the tests, the AP
was varied from 25-30% of the grain mass, and the additive was varied from 0-5% of the
grain mass. Results of the tests are shown in Figure 1.11 [33]. As can be seen in the
figure, the regression rate of the mixed hybrid without Fe2O3 was increased by 41-76% as
compared to the baseline HTPB grain without additives. By adding Fe2O3 to the mixed
hybrid, increases of regression rates of up to 325% over the baseline HTPB were
experienced [33].

Figure 1.11. Mixed Hybrid Performance with Gaseous Oxygen
(Gox = 0.3 lbm/in2-s and Pch = 350 psi) [33]
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1.1.6

Double-tube Hybrids
A new design for hybrid fuel grains is what is termed the “double-tube” hybrid.

A computational simulation of the double-tube design was presented at the 2014 AIAA
Propulsion and Energy Forum [37], and an experimental investigation was presented at
the 2015 AIAA Propulsion and Energy Forum [38]. Simulations were performed using a
three dimensional model that included such effects as turbulence, fuel pyrolysis, and
combustion [37].

Two main versions of the double tube configuration have been

simulated. The first version functions as a conventional motor design with a fuel grain
with head-end injection but with an inner tube added to provide additional oxidizer
injection. The injection from the inner tube is oriented toward the fuel grain to aid in
forcing the oxidizer toward the grain surface. The second version of the double-tube
hybrid is the same as the first version except that an additional grain is placed on the
outside of the inner tube resulting in two grain surfaces exposed to the oxidizer in the
port. The injection holes in the inner tube could be either straight or canted [37]. A
drawing of an experimentally tested scheme of the second version with canted inner tube
injection ports as well as a graph of regression rate results from the computational
simulations are given in Figure 1.12 [37-38].
As can be seen in the graph of the results, the double-tube design is predicted to
increase the regression rate as compared to conventional grains. Of interest in doubletube regression is that the regression rate is not just dependent on the total oxidizer flux
but also on the ratio of the oxidizer flow rate injected through the inner tube to the total
oxidizer flow rate injected into the port (from both head-end and inner tube injection)
[37]. The predicted increase of the regression rate was validated experimentally for a
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condition with an inner injector cant angle of 135° and an oxidizer flow rate bypass ratio
of one (the condition when all oxidizer is injected through the inner tube injection ports)
[38].
Due to dependence of the regression rate on the oxidizer flow ratio and the total
oxidizer flux, the double-tube design has two parameters to control the regression rate
while maintaining a single oxidizer tankage system. As such, the double-tube introduces
the potential for controlling the mixture ratio during throttling as the oxidizer flow ratio
can be adjusted during throttle to tune the regression rate to obtain the desired mixture
ratio. [37]

Figure 1.12. Double-tube Hybrid Motor [37-38]
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1.1.7

Axial-Injection, End-Burning Hybrids
Another experimentally tested design to increase the regression rate of hybrid fuel

grains is the axial-injection, end-burning hybrid rocket motor [39-41]. In the axialinjection, end-burning design, the oxidizer is flowed through a porous or fibrous grain to
the surface where combustion occurs. This design is in contrast to the “wet towel” hybrid
where the fibrous grain was soaked in a liquid oxidizer prior to ignition [39]. A drawing
showing the design of the axial-injection, end-burning hybrid is given in Figure 1.13 [39].
A fundamental aspect of the axial-injection, end-burning hybrid is the presence of tubes
or pores in the fuel grain to deliver the oxidizer to the combustion surface. These pores
can reduce the effective density of the grain requiring any increase in the regression rate
to also offset the decrease in effective density to increase the delivered fuel mass flow
rate. However, since the grain fills the entire combustion chamber, the decrease in
effective density is partly balanced by an increased loading of the combustion chamber
(the wagon wheel design shown in Figure 1.3 has an approximately 75% volumetric
loading). Decreases in the effective density are not considered to be too significant a
difficutly as Nagata et al. [41] successfully fired an additively manufactured grain with an
approximately 95% effective density/volumetric loading.

Fuel Grain

Burn Surface

Oxidizer
Injection

Figure 1.13. Axial-Injection, End-Burning Hybrid [39]
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Nagata et al. evaluated the axial-injection, end-burning design using both
polyethylene tubes [40] and fibrous filters [39] as the hybrid fuel. Testing indicated that
for the axial-injection, end-burning configuration there was an upper critical oxidizer
velocity above which the flame would experience blow-off (resulting in extinguishment
of the propellant) and a lower critical oxidizer velocity below which the flame would
creep back into the grain. Between those two critical oxidizer velocities, the flame would
sit at the surface of the grain, and the grain regression rate was a function of the chamber
pressure to an exponent (St. Robert’s Law) as opposed to the oxidizer mass flux to an
exponent [39-40].
Test conditions for the tests using the polyethylene tubes and Schlieren images of
the combustion are shown in Table 1.1 and Figure 1.14 [40]. As can be seen in the table,
two inner diameter tubes were used in the testing. Type-A had a 2 mm inner diameter
and type-B had a 0.5 mm inner diameter giving a ratio of the area of type-A to the area of
type-B of 16. The effect of the increase in area is shown in the Schlieren images in
Figure 1.14. The type-A tube (left side) exhibits a dark core in the oxidizer flow at the
exit which is not seen in the type-B tube (right side). This dark core is uncombusted
oxidizer and is caused by the inability of the oxidizer to mix and combust with the
vaporized fuel [40]. Nagata et al. speculated that using a mesh or fibers would break up
the oxidizer core thus enhancing the performance of larger area tubes [40].
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Table 1.1. Polyethylene Axial-Injection, End-Burning Hybrid Data [40]

type-A

type-B

Material

Polyethylene

Polyethylene

Configuration

ID = 2 mm
OD = 4 mm

ID = 0.5 mm
OD = 3.1 mm

Boiling Point

440-450 °C

430-440 °C

Density

0.94-0.96 g/cc

0.94-0.96 g/cc

Figure 1.14. Schlieren Images of Burning Polyethylene Tubes in Atmospheric
Pressure [(a): type-A tube, (b): type-B tube] [40]

Results from the tests using the polyethylene tubes are shown in Figure 1.15 [40].
The plot in the upper left shows the burning regimes for the type-B tube. In the plot, the
upper and lower critical velocities can be seen to be a function of the chamber pressure.
On the upper right is a plot showing the regression rate at atmospheric pressure for both
type-A and type-B tubes. As can be seen in the plot, above a threshold velocity, the
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regression rate of the type-B tubes is relatively constant over the range of flow rates
tested while the regression rate of the type-A tubes peaked and then decreased with
increasing velocity. The exact cause is unknown, but Nagata et al. [40] postulated that
the reason was the increased difficulty of the oxidizer to mix and combust with the fuel at
higher velocities when using larger exit areas.
The plot in the lower left of Figure 1.15 shows the regression rate of type-B tubes
for the range of velocities and pressures tested. As can be seen in the plot, the regression
rate increases with increasing pressure but is relatively constant with respect to velocity
(there is scatter in the data, but the trend is relatively constant).
Finally, the equivalence ratio with respect to velocity for the type-B tubes is
shown in the lower right of the figure. Since the fuel regression is relatively constant
with respect to oxidizer velocity and is only a function of pressure, the equivalence ratio
changes with changes in the oxidizer flow since the fuel flow is constant. As can be
expected, the equivalence ratio is inversely related to the oxidizer flow since increasing
the oxidizer flow makes the combustion more oxidizer rich which is indicated by
decreasing equivalence ratios (as indicated by Eq. 1.5) [40]. While suffering the same
scaling uncertainty as the swirl injection end burner due to only having been tested at a
laboratory scale, the axial-injection, end-burning configuration can yield regression rates
up to 10 times that of conventional hybrid designs [16, 40].
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Figure 1.15. Polyethylene Axial-Injection, End-Burning Performance [40]

The described pressure dependency of the axial-injection, end-burning
configuration has been speculated to result from the motor burning more similarly to a
solid rocket motor than a hybrid rocket motor [39]. Such a result would be expected not
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only from the regression law similarity but also from the configuration’s lacking the
diffusion-controlled, boundary layer flame typically seen in hybrid rocket motors which
would result in a different flame structure. Such a difference suggests the necessity of
investigating flame models from solid rocket motors to fully understand the physical
mechanisms driving the results observed by Nagata et al. [39-40].
Another consideration for the axial-injection, end-burning configuration is that the
oxidizer ports reduce the effective density of the material. As such, any fuel mass flow
rate calculations would need to be based on the actual fraction of the end surface that
consists of solid material, or if the total end surface area is used, an effective fuel density
including the pores would need to be used. A final implication of the pressure dependent
regression rate of the axial-injection, end-burning configuration is that the fuel mass flow
rate is decoupled from the oxidizer mass flux. This decoupling has been observed in
experimental firings of additively manufactured axial-injection, end-burning hybrid
rocket motors by Nagata et al. [41].
In contrast to the results of Nagata et al., a recent investigation was published by
Li et al. [42] on axial-injection, end-burning hybrid rocket motors that stated the
regression rate of axial-injection, end-burning hybrids was lower than that of
conventional hybrids. In this study, Li et al. evaluated the regression rate of polymethyl
methacrylate and polyethylene fuel grains with axial ports for the oxidizer to flow to the
burning surface. In their experiment, the axial ports were small compared to the fuel
grain diameter and were confined to the center of the grain as opposed to being evenly
spaced throughout the grain. Results from the tests indicated two oxidizer transition
velocities. Below the lower transition velocity, the flame was absorbed into the ports and
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the grains burned as a conventional hybrid. Between the two transition velocities, the
flame stabilized at the outlets of the ports resulting in combustion near the exit of the
ports. Finally, above the upper transition velocity, the flame existed outside of the ports
yielding an end-burning configuration. Using the mass loss from each test, Li et al.
determined that the end-burning configuration yielded a lower regression rate than did the
conventional configuration [42].
In addition, preliminary studies of an axial-injection, end-burning style
configuration were conducted in the 1960’s by McAlevy and Lee [43] and McAlevy et al.
[44]. In these studies, tests were performed using solid oxidizer particles with a gaseous
fuel, using solid fuel particles with GOX [43], and powdered or mesh aluminum with
GOX [44].

In both studies, experiments were only performed at atmospheric or

subatmospheric pressures.

As such, while an increase in the regression rate was

observed, no pressure correlations were developed to describe the regression rate. Of
particular interest in the aluminum studies was that the regression rate of the grain when
using different particle sizes was evaluated. Results from these studies indicated that
after accounting for the effect of different void fractions on the solid fuel density, the
regression rate increased with decreasing fuel particle or wire diameters [44]. Such an
effect would indicate that the smaller diameters aided the regression rate in some manner
potentially by reducing the diffusion process.
1.1.8

Hybrid Regression Enhancement Summary
In summary several different designs have tested for use in hybrid rocket designs.

A table summarizing key features of some of the designs discussed in this chapter is
shown in Table 1.2. Each of the strategies to enhance the regression rate ties back to the
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energy balance shown in Figure 1.4. This can be accomplished through increasing the
convective heat flux, conductive heat flux, or the radiative heat flux or by decreasing the
heat requirement to pyrolize or vaporize the fuel. Increasing the convective heat flux can
be achieved through the addition of swirl to the oxidizer injection.

Increasing the

conductive heat transfer can be achieved by altering the processes that move the flame
closer to the grain. One method of doing this is to introduce the oxidizer through the fuel
grain directly into the combustion region like in the axial-injection, end-burning
configuration as opposed to a conventional hybrid where the oxidizer has to diffuse
through the boundary layer.

Increasing the radiation heat flux can be achieved by

metalizing the fuel or by choosing a fuel with sooty combustion products. Finally,
decreasing the heat requirement to pyrolize or vaporize the fuel is easily performed by
selecting a fuel with a low decomposition enthalpy requirement.
Most of the experimentally tested designs with a flux-dependent regression rate
suffer from mixture ratio shifting; but, by having two independent oxidizer injection
systems, the double-tube design offers the possibility to control mixture ratio during
motor throttling [37]. Likewise, since it has a pressure-dependent regression rate, the
axial-injection, end-burning design does not suffer from mixture ratio shifting during
operation.
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Table 1.2. Regression Enhancement Summary
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While several approaches show improvement compared to conventional hybrids
using HTPB, ABS, or polyethylene, most improvements are not sufficient to make
hybrids a practical choice based on improvements related to increases in mass fraction.
Howbeit, a few designs have a significant regression rate including the vortex injection
hybrid, the swirl injection end burner, and the axial-injection, end-burning hybrid. The
axial-injection, end-burning hybrid shows potential as a possible hybrid motor
configuration, but its regression rate for designs larger than 0.5 mm ID tubes would need
to be investigated. Additionally, since the main concern of increasing the regression rate
of hybrid rocket motors is to increase the fuel mass flow rate which is a function of the
burn area, the fuel density, and the regression rate, any design that increases the
regression rate must maintain a sufficient density so that the fuel mass flow rate is
increased.
The axial-injection, end-burning configuration has shown significant potential for
augmenting the regression rate of hybrid rocket motors. However, there is limited data in
the literature regarding the performance of the configuration, and the data that do exist
conflict regarding whether or not the design does indeed augment the regression rate. In
addition, while it has been hypothesized that this configuration burns like a solid rocket
motor due to the pressure dependency of the regression rate, no physical model has been
proposed to explain that dependency.
Finally, all experimental tests of the axial-injection, end-burning configuration
have used gaseous oxygen (GOX) as the oxidizer. As such, opportunities regarding this
configuration include performing basic tests using gaseous oxygen to evaluate the
competing claims in the literature, developing a heat balance model to include the effects
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of oxidizer flow though the grain, applying a flame model to explain the physical
mechanisms driving the pressure dependency of the regression rate, and conducting
experiments using a different oxidizer to evaluate the augmentation of the regression rate
with a non-GOX oxidizer.
1.2

Objective and Significance of Research
The objective of this research is to investigate the combustion and heat

mechanisms controlling regression rate of axial-injection, end-burning hybrid fuel grains
with laboratory-scale experimentation and to describe them with an analytical ablative
model. The study is designed to evaluate the effect of oxidizer flow rate and chamber
pressure on the fuel regression rate. By comparing the experimental results with the
modified ablative model, a better understanding of how the various test parameters and
physical processes contribute to the regression rate will be determined. The analytical
model includes the dominant effects that are hypothesized to control the combustion
including oxidizer flow rate and conduction from diffusion and kinetically controlled
flames. This study does not include the effects of cross flow on the combustion process.
The main research contribution of this work is evaluating conflicting results in the
literature, conducting the first experiments of an axial-injection, end-burning hybrid with
nitrous oxide as the oxidizer, developing a new analytical model for this configuration,
and applying a solid rocket motor flame model to provide a physical explanation of the
flame structure in a porous axial-injection, end-burning hybrid rocket motor.
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CHAPTER 2

MODEL AND TEST ARTICLE DESIGN

To better understand the physics behind the fuel regression rate of the axialinjection, end-burning hybrid motor configuration, a theoretical model was developed
using a basic ablation model as a foundation. Using the model, general observations
were made regarding the effect of oxidizer flow on the grain regression. In addition, an
estimation for the flame standoff from the fuel grain surface was calculated by adapting
the Granular Diffusion Flame (GDF) model used for solid rocket motors. The GDF
model was selected as it accounted for both kinetic and diffusion contributions to the
flame distance and provided insight into the pressure dependence of the regression rate
observed in the literature.
2.1

Ablative Model
To describe the regression rate of the fuel grain, a basic ablative model was

investigated for applicability. A sketch showing the basics of ablation is shown in Figure
2.1 [45]. In an ablation model, it is assumed that the control volume boundary is moving
such that the boundary inside the fuel (“o” in the figure) maintains an adiabatic condition
(qo is zero). All heat transferred into the fuel (qs) goes toward increasing the solid fuel
temperature from the initial temperature (“o” condition) to the surface temperature (“u”
condition) and then sublimating it (“s” condition). It is assumed that all vaporized fuel
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leaves the control volume, but no required mechanism is specified. In addition, no source
for the heat transfer to the surface is specified for the basic ablative thermodynamic
model.

Figure 2.1. Ablative Melting [45]

Using an energy balance for the ablative model, the mass flux of the vaporized
fuel can be expressed using the equation
𝑞𝑠
𝑓𝑠 +𝑐𝑝,𝑓 (𝑇𝑠 −𝑇𝑜 )

𝑚̇𝑓′′ = ℎ

(2.1)

where ṁfʹʹ is the fuel mass flux, qs is the heat transfer to the surface per unit area, hfs is the
enthalpy required for sublimation, cp,f is the specific heat of the fuel, Ts is the surface
temperature, and To is the initial temperature. As can be seen in Eq. 2.1, the mass flux of
the fuel is equal to the rate of the heat transferred to the fuel divided by the enthalpy
required to vaporize the fuel.
For an axial-injection, end-burning hybrid, not only is the fuel present in the
grain, but the oxidizer is also present as it flows through the tubes or porous material. To
account for the change, the basic ablative model was extended to add oxidizer flow and
the potential for a liquid layer as some fuels could melt to create liquid film on the
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surface that vaporizes as opposed to sublimating directly. A drawing of the modified
model is shown in Figure 2.2. As can be seen in the figure, the modified ablative model
with porous flow maintains the moving control volume and adiabatic condition of the
basic ablative model. However, the modified model adds a mass flux term for the
oxidizer flow and adds additional surfaces to account for additional phase changes.
These surfaces include the “m” surface where the solid is at the melting temperature, the
“a” surface where the fuel has melted to form a liquid at the melting temperature, the “e”
surface where the liquid was been heated to the vaporization temperature, and the “s”
surface where the fuel is a vapor at the vaporization temperature. Assumptions for the
modified ablative model include


Steady state,



Uniform porosity and equal distribution of pores across surface,



No phase change in the oxidizer (e.g. gaseous oxidizer),



Oxidizer temperature controlled by heat transfer from the fuel grain,



Uniform fuel distribution and density,



Uniform heat transfer to burn surface (no preferential heating of parts of burning
surface),



Interface temperatures between phases are equal to phase change temperatures,



Constant properties,



No liquid entrainment (all fuel leaves control volume as vapor), and



Flame occurs at an equivalence ratio of one. [35]
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Figure 2.2. Ablative Melting with Porous Flow

Performing an energy balance on the modified ablative model shown in Fig. 7
results in the equation
′′
𝑞𝑠 = 𝑚̇𝑓′′ (ℎ𝑓,𝑠 − ℎ𝑓,𝑜 ) + 𝑚̇𝑜𝑥
(ℎ𝑜𝑥,𝑠 − ℎ𝑜𝑥,𝑜 )

(2.2)

where hf,s is the enthalpy of the fuel at the “s” surface, hf,o is the enthalpy of the fuel at the
“o” surface, ṁoxʹʹ is the oxidizer mass flux, hox,s is the enthalpy of the oxidizer at the “s”
surface, and hox,o is the enthalpy of the oxidizer at the “o” surface. Equation 2.2 can be
expanded to account for the enthalpy of the fuel at the additional surfaces to yield the
equation
𝑞𝑠 = 𝑚̇𝑓′′ (ℎ𝑓,𝑠 − ℎ𝑓,𝑒 + ℎ𝑓,𝑒 − ℎ𝑓,𝑎 + ℎ𝑓,𝑎 − ℎ𝑓,𝑚 + ℎ𝑓,𝑚 − ℎ𝑓,𝑜 )
′′
+𝑚̇𝑜𝑥
(ℎ𝑜𝑥,𝑠 − ℎ𝑜𝑥,𝑜 )

(2.3)

where hf,e is the enthalpy of the fuel at the “e” surface, hf,a is the enthalpy of the fuel at
the “a” surface, and hf,m is the enthalpy of the fuel at the “m” surface. By combining
some of the fuel enthalpy terms, the enthalpy changes can be expressed in terms of the
latent heats of the fuel. This is shown in the equation
𝑞𝑠 = 𝑚̇𝑓′′ (∆ℎ𝑓,𝑑𝑒𝑐 + (ℎ𝑓,𝑒 − ℎ𝑓,𝑎 ) + ∆ℎ𝑓,𝑚𝑒𝑙𝑡 + (ℎ𝑓,𝑚 − ℎ𝑓,𝑜 ))
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′′
+𝑚̇𝑜𝑥
(ℎ𝑜𝑥,𝑠 − ℎ𝑜𝑥,𝑜 )

(2.4)

where Δhf,dec is the enthalpy required to decompose the fuel from a liquid to a vapor
(equivalent to the latent heat of vaporization if no decomposition is required) and Δhf,melt
is the latent heat of fusion of the fuel. Expressing the enthalpy in terms of latent heats
simplifies solving the equation as it gives the equation in known physical properties of
the fuel.

Further simplification can be achieved using the assumption of constant

properties to express enthalpy differences in terms of the specific heat times a
temperature difference. This substitution along with expressing the fuel mass flux in
terms of the fuel density times the regression rate yields the equation
𝑞𝑠 = 𝜌𝑓 𝑟̇ (∆ℎ𝑓,𝑑𝑒𝑐 + 𝑐𝑙𝑖𝑞 (𝑇𝑓,𝑒 − 𝑇𝑓,𝑎 ) + ∆ℎ𝑓,𝑚𝑒𝑙𝑡 + 𝑐𝑠𝑜𝑙 (𝑇𝑓,𝑚 − 𝑇𝑓,𝑜 ))
′′
+𝑚̇𝑜𝑥
(ℎ𝑜𝑥,𝑠 − ℎ𝑜𝑥,𝑜 )

(2.5)

where cliq is the specific heat of the liquid fuel, Tf,s is the temperature of the fuel at the “s”
surface, Tf,a is the temperature of the fuel at the “a” surface, csol is the specific heat of the
solid fuel, Tf,m is the temperature of the fuel at the “m” surface, Tf,o is the temperature of
the fuel at the “o” surface, cp,ox is the specific heat at constant pressure of the oxidizer,
Tox,s is the temperature of the oxidizer at the “s” surface, and Tox,o is the temperature of
the oxidizer at the “o” surface. Since the surfaces are located at phase change locations
as described previously and since the oxidizer temperature is assumed to equal the fuel
temperature at each location, the temperatures for the fuel phase changes can be
substituted into Eq. 2.5 which yields the equation
𝑞𝑠 = 𝜌𝑓 𝑟̇ (∆ℎ𝑓,𝑑𝑒𝑐 + 𝑐𝑙𝑖𝑞 (𝑇𝑑𝑒𝑐 − 𝑇𝑚𝑒𝑙𝑡 ) + ∆ℎ𝑓,𝑚𝑒𝑙𝑡 + 𝑐𝑠𝑜𝑙 (𝑇𝑚𝑒𝑙𝑡 − 𝑇𝑜 ))
′′
+𝑚̇𝑜𝑥
(ℎ𝑜𝑥,𝑠 − ℎ𝑜𝑥,𝑜 )
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(2.6)

where Tdec is the fuel decomposition temperature, Tmelt is the fuel melting temperature,
and To is the initial temperature of the fuel. This further ties the equation to physical
properties of the fuel grain which aids the analysis as the assumption that the surface
temperatures are equal to the phase change temperatures reduces the number of
temperature measurements required for the analysis.
At this point, no assumption has been made regarding the means of heat transfer
to the grain. Due to uncertainty in the relative strengths of the various heat transfer
mechanisms, it was determined not to initially treat each method of heat transfer
individually but group them all into an effective heat transfer coefficient. As such the
following correlation was used to describe the heat transfer to the surface
𝑞𝑠 = 𝐶𝑓𝑙 (𝑇𝑓𝑙 − 𝑇𝑑𝑒𝑐 )

(2.7)

where Cfl is the “flame coefficient” (an effective heat transfer coefficient) and Tfl is the
temperature of the flame. Finally, the expression for the heat transfer shown in Eq. 2.7
can be substituted into the modified ablative model expressed in Eq. 2.6 to yield the
equation
𝐶𝑓𝑙 (𝑇𝑓𝑙 − 𝑇𝑑𝑒𝑐 ) = 𝜌𝑓 𝑟̇ (∆ℎ𝑓,𝑑𝑒𝑐 + 𝑐𝑙𝑖𝑞 (𝑇𝑑𝑒𝑐 − 𝑇𝑚𝑒𝑙𝑡 ) + ∆ℎ𝑓,𝑚𝑒𝑙𝑡 + 𝑐𝑠𝑜𝑙 (𝑇𝑚𝑒𝑙𝑡 − 𝑇𝑜 ))
′′
+𝑚̇𝑜𝑥
(ℎ𝑜𝑥,𝑠 − ℎ𝑜𝑥,𝑜 )

where all terms have been previously defined.

(2.8)

Rearranging Eq. 2.8 results in the

equation
𝜌𝑓 𝑟̇ =

′′ (ℎ
𝐶𝑓𝑙 (𝑇𝑓𝑙 −𝑇𝑑𝑒𝑐 )−𝑚̇𝑜𝑥
𝑜𝑥,𝑠 −ℎ𝑜𝑥,𝑜 )

(∆ℎ𝑓,𝑑𝑒𝑐 +𝑐𝑙𝑖𝑞 (𝑇𝑑𝑒𝑐 −𝑇𝑚𝑒𝑙𝑡 )+∆ℎ𝑓,𝑚𝑒𝑙𝑡 +𝑐𝑠𝑜𝑙 (𝑇𝑚𝑒𝑙𝑡 −𝑇𝑜 ))

(2.9)

where all terms have been previously defined. Finally, Eq. 2.9 can be simplified by
combining the enthalpy required to change the fuel from a solid at a reference
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temperature (298 K) to a vapor at the decomposition temperature and by adding the
enthalpy difference of the solid fuel at the intial temperature from the reference
temperature. These changes result in the equation
𝑟̇ 𝜌𝑓 =

′′ (ℎ
𝐶𝑓𝑙 (𝑇𝑓𝑙 −𝑇𝑑𝑒𝑐 )−𝑚̇𝑜𝑥
𝑜𝑥,𝑠 −ℎ𝑜𝑥,𝑜 )

(∆ℎ𝑡𝑜𝑡 +𝑐𝑠𝑜𝑙 (298𝐾−𝑇𝑜 ))

(2.10)

where Δhtot is the combined fuel enthalpy change requirement which can be found for
polyethylene in the literature [46]. The expression shown in Eq. 2.10 follows the same
format of the basic ablative model given in Eq. 2.1 where the fuel mass flux is equal to
the heat transferred to the fuel divided by the enthalpy required to heat and vaporize the
fuel. However, as seen in the modified ablative model shown in Eq. 2.10, the presence of
the oxidizer flow reduces the fuel regression as some of the heat goes to heat the oxidizer
instead of vaporizing the fuel. Heat transfer from the fuel to the oxidizer is assumed to
occur by internal convection from the grain to the oxidizer based on an assumed thermal
soak of the fuel grain as given in a standard ablative model [45]. For simplicity, a
uniform temperature was used for the fuel grain based on the thermal soak and cooling of
the fuel grain was neglected. In addition, the initial temperature of the fuel and the
oxidizer are assumed to be equal and given by the oxidizer injection temperature. Any
benefit in fuel regression provided by the porous oxidizer flow setup must come from
increasing the heat flux from the flame as without any heat transfer increase, the oxidizer
flow results in a regression rate reduction.
By rearranging Eq. 2.10, an explicit relationship for the flame coefficient can be found.
This yields the equation
𝐶𝑓𝑙 =

′′ (ℎ
𝑟̇ 𝜌𝑓 (∆ℎ𝑡𝑜𝑡 +𝑐𝑠𝑜𝑙 (298𝐾−𝑇𝑜 ))+𝑚̇𝑜𝑥
𝑜𝑥,𝑑𝑒𝑐 −ℎ𝑜𝑥,𝑜 )

(𝑇𝑓𝑙 −𝑇𝑑𝑒𝑐 )
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(2.11)

where everything has been defined previously. By solving for the flame coefficient at
each test condition, correlations can be determined to gain insight into trends to better
understand the underlying physics behind the combustion of axial-injection, end-burning
hybrid rocket motors.
2.2

Flame Standoff Calculations
In an endeavor to better understand the physical parameters driving the regression

rate of the fuel, a means of modeling the heat transfer from the flame to fuel surface was
required. Three primary possibilities were investigated; these possibilities were a flat
flame model, the Beckstead-Derr-Price (BDP) model, and the Granular Diffusion Flame
(GDF) model. After evaluating the different models and the underlying assumptions and
configuration, it was determined to use the GDF model as the basis for the flame model.
2.2.1

Flat Flame Model
In this situation, a flat flame model would be based on the assumption that the

flame is a premixed flame [47]. This would be achieved by assuming that the grain was
uniformly porous with equal distribution of pores thus having no oxidizer concentration
gradients above the surface and that the fuel grain experienced uniform regression
resulting in no fuel concentration gradients above the surface and that the fuel and the
oxidizer would be sufficiently mixed exiting the grain surface to neglect any requirement
for diffusion. In addition, it would be assumed that the flame was laminar instead of
turbulent. These would allow for estimating the flame as one produced by a premixed,
flat flame burner.
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One method of calculating the standoff distance of a premixed, flat flame burner
that was investigated was using the standoff Peclet number as presented by Ferguson and
Keck [48]. The standoff Peclet number for this approach is given using the equation
𝑃𝑒 =

𝜌𝑢 𝑆𝐿 (𝑐𝑝,𝑢 +𝑐𝑝,𝑏 )𝑥
𝑘𝑢 +𝑘𝑏

(2.12)

where Pe is the Peclet number, ρu is the density of the unburned gases, SL is the flame
speed, cp,u is the specific heat at constant pressure of the unburned gases, cp,b is the
specific heat at constant pressure of the burned gases, x is the standoff distance, ku is the
thermal conductivity of the unburned gases, and kb is the thermal conductivity of the
burned gases.

In this setup, the Peclet number represents the relative ratio of the

convective rate to the conductive rate. For this calculation of the standoff distance, the
Peclet number would need to be estimated using the Ferguson and Keck’s plot shown in
Figure 2.3 [48] since the Peclet number shown in Eq. 2.12 cannot be solved directly as
the flame distance is unknown. In Figure 2.3, the x-axis represents a non-dimensional
temperature based on the heat transfer to the burner to stabilize the flame where Tb is the
temperature of the burned gases, Tbo is the adiabatic flame temperature (at the premixed
condition), and Tu is the temperature of the unburned gases. One noticeable challenge in
estimating the Peclet number is the scatter observed in Figure 2.3 at the larger values of
the non-dimensional temperature.
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Figure 2.3. Premixed Flat Flame Standoff Peclet Number [48]

After estimating the Peclet number, it would also be required to estimate the
flame speed. As a first order approximation, this could be performed using the values for
ethylene and air as fuel/air flame speed data is common [49-50]. A plot showing the
flame speed of ethylene and air at stoichiometric conditions as a function of pressure is
shown in Figure 2.4 [49]. However, this approximation would be limited by the presence
of nitrogen in the air as well as the laminar flame assumption mentioned previously.

Figure 2.4. Ethylene-Air Flame Speed [49]
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While some information could be gained from the flat flame model approach, it
was determined that the estimations required for the approach involved too many
assumptions and that the diffusion process neglected in the premixed assumption could
be significant. As such, the flat flame model was deemed to be insufficient for modeling
the flame. Therefore, emphasis was placed on investigating existing solid rocket motor
flame models that included both kinetic and diffusion processes as they were considered
to have greater applicability to the axial-injection, end-burning configuration.
2.2.2

Beckstead-Derr-Price
The BDP model was proposed to describe the combustion process of composite

solid rocket fuels [51]. This model is based on a solid ammonium perchlorate (AP)
oxidizer particles embedded in a matrix of solid fuel. Unlike later models, such as the
Petite Ensemble Model, the BDP model assumes a statically-averaged particle diameter
presenting itself at the burning surface. A picture of the assumed flame structure of the
BDP model is shown in Figure 2.5. Assuming AP as the oxidizer is key to the model as
AP produces a monopropellant decomposition flame. This results in a three flame
structure as shown in the figure. The first flame is the AP monopropellant flame that
results in oxidizer-rich combustion products. The second flame is the primary flame that
occurs on the borders between the oxidizer particles and the fuel particles which results in
fuel-rich combustion products. Lastly, there is the final diffusion flame which results
from the combustion of the oxidizer-rich and fuel-rich products of the other two flames.
All flames in the BDP model are estimated as flat flames for purposes of calculating the
heat transfer to the motor. The flame structure described in the BDP model is termed a
“competing” flame structure due to the relative positions of the three flames as a function
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of pressure. At low chamber pressures, the location of the final flame is below that of the
AP monopropellant flame thus eliminating the AP monopropellant flame from
consideration. The three flame structure as given in Figure 2.5 occurs as the chamber
pressure increases sufficiently so that the AP monopropellant flame occurs before the
final flame [51]. While the BDP model provides useful insight into the combustion of
composite solid rocket fuels, the presence of the monopropellant oxidizer decomposition
flame was not applicable for axial-injection, end-burning hybrid rocket motors. As such,
the BDP model was not used in favor of finding a more applicable model.

Figure 2.5. Beckstead-Derr-Price Model [51]

2.2.3

Granular Diffusion Flame
The GDF model was developed by Summerfield et al. [52-53] to describe the

combustion of heterogeneous solid rocket fuels. Unlike the BDP, the GDF model does
not include a monopropellant decomposition oxidizer flame in the model. Instead it uses
a single flame whose location is a combination of the kinetic and diffusional effects.
Summerfield et al.’s theory was that the kinetic and diffusional effects for the
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heterogeneous solid rocket fuels occurred at the same time, and that the regression rate
could be modeled using the equation
1
𝑟̇

𝑎

=𝑝 +
𝑐ℎ

𝑏
1⁄
𝑝𝑐ℎ3

(2.13)

where a and b are experimentally determined coefficients and pch is the chamber
pressure. A derivation of the GDF model is included in Appendix E. To determine
applicability, the GDF model was calibrated using experimental data.

The a term

describes the kinetic effects while the b term describes the diffusional effects. As can be
seen in the equation, the regression rate is proportionally related to the kinetic effects
with respect to the chamber pressure but only related to the diffusional effects to the 0.33
power.

As the flame approaches a pure kinetically limited condition, the pressure

exponent in St. Robert’s Law approaches unity. Conversely, as the flame approaches a
pure diffusion limited condition, the pressure exponent approaches 0.33. In addition, a
physical model was determined to describe the a and b coefficients a priori [52-53]. A
plot illustrating the transition from a pure kinetic condition to a pure diffusion condition
is shown in Figure 2.6. As can be seen in the figure, the exponent for a pure kinetic
condition (i.e. b = 0) is 1 while the exponent for a pure diffusion condition (i.e. a = 0) is
0.33.

The other conditions shown illustrate the impact on the exponent due to

contributions from both kinetic and diffusion processes.
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Figure 2.6. GDF Conditions

Since the pressure exponent of unity for the kinetically limited case is close to that
observed in the literature for axial-injection, end-burning hybrid rocket motors, the GDF
model was considered to be an appropriate model for describing the average or effective
flame location of axial-injection, end-burning hybrid rocket motors. In addition, the
absence of a monopropellant decomposition flame as given in the BDP model was a
better match for the axial-injection, end-burning configuration.
Some difficulties arise through the use of the GDF model to describe the
regression rate of an axial-injection, end-burning hybrid motor. These difficulties include
the presence of a single, averaged oxidizer particle diameter term in the model and the
assumption that all fuel regression is due to pyrolysis or sublimation without entrainment
[54]. While these differences between the model basis and the experiments could result
in difficulty in making a complete extension of the model to the experiments, it was
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determined that the application would be sufficient to gain a basic understanding of the
physical mechanisms involved. A fuller description of the kinetic and diffusional effects
and their application to the axial-injection, end-burning hybrid configuration is given in
the model results section of Chapter 4 and in the derivation in Appendix E.
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CHAPTER 3

EXPERIMENTAL APPROACH

To evaluate the regression rate of the porous axial-injection, end burning hybrid
fuel grains, test systems were developed for testing hybrid fuel grains in an axialinjection, end burning configuration in the Propulsion Research Center (PRC) Johnson
Research Center (JRC). Flow rates and chamber conditions were determined using
measurements by thermocouples and static pressure transducers. Chemiluminescence
was used to determine the start of the burn time. Regression rates were calculated using
the total regression length divided by the total burn time. To assess the effect of pore
sizes on the regression rate, tests were conducted using high, middle, and low pore size
articles. XCT scans were evaluated for assessing the solid fraction and pore size of
representative grains.
3.1

Johnson Research Center
The JRC is one of the facilities of the PRC. A layout of the JRC is shown in

Figure 3.1. As can be seen in the figure, the JRC is composed of several labs including a
plasma combustion lab, laser diagnostics lab, vacuum chamber lab, water tunnel flow lab,
and a spray facility. Additionally, an outdoor propulsion test facility composed of an air
breathing test cell, a hot-fire rocket test cell, and a diagnostics bay is also located at the
JRC. Testing in the hot-fire rocket test cell is conducted remotely from a control room in
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the main building. Remote testing provides additional safety as test conductors are not
allowed near the experiment during firings.

Figure 3.1. JRC Layout

The axial-injection, end-burning hybrid testing at the JRC occurred in the hot-fire
rocket test cell in the propulsion test facility. A picture of the propulsion test facility is
shown in Figure 3.2. Depending on the needs of the experiment, feed systems in the hot
fire rocket test cell can provide gaseous oxygen (GOX), liquid oxygen, nitrous oxide
(N2O), gaseous nitrogen (GN2), gaseous hydrogen (GH2), gaseous methane, propane, or
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kerosene. The GOX system in the propulsion test facility is designed to provide flow
rates up to 0.91 kg/s (2 lbm/s) through a manifolded set of k-bottles [55]. Piping in the
GOX system consists primarily of 19.05 mm (0.75 in.) outside diameter (OD)
316 stainless steel (SS) tubing with 2.1 mm (0.083 in.) wall thickness. Flowrates are
controlled through the use of a critical orifice that is sized based on the specific
experiment. The GOX system pressure is controlled through the use of a dome loaded
pressure regulator set by the GN2 system. A system purge is also provided by the GN2
system to flush any oxidizer out of the test chamber after a firing is complete.

Figure 3.2. PRC Propulsion Test Facility

Similarly, the N2O system consists primarily of 19.05 mm (0.75 in.) outside
diameter (OD) 316 stainless steel (SS) tubing with 2.1 mm (0.083 in.) wall thickness.
The N2O system is designed to deliver either liquid or gaseous N2O. For liquid N2O,
system pressure is provided by GN2 pressurant controlled through a pressure regulator.
For gaseous N2O, the system pressure is set through a regulator at the N2O k-bottle. As
such, the maximum pressure for the liquid N2O is limited by the pressure rating of the run
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tank (12.4 MPa [1800 psi]) while the maximum pressure for the gaseous N2O is limited
by the vapor pressure of the N2O. As with the GOX system, flowrates are controlled
through the use of a critical orifice that is sized based on the specific experiment, and a
system purge is also provided by the GN2 system to flush any oxidizer out of the test
chamber after a firing is complete.
Test chambers used in the hot-fire rocket test cell are mounted onto a thrust stand
in the cell. A picture of the thrust stand in the hot-fire rocket test cell is shown in Figure
3.3. The test stand is capable of testing motors with thrust levels up to 2224 N (500 lbf).
Chambers can be mounted either horizontally or vertically on the test stand as required by
the needs of the experiment. The thrust stand is isolated from the propellant supply tanks
by a bulkhead as a safety precaution.

Figure 3.3. Test Stand
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3.2

Copper Combustion Chamber
The test chamber used in the experiment was the PRC’s copper combustion

chamber. A picture of the chamber is shown in Figure 3.4. The chamber uses a modular
design to increase or decrease length as needed and is clamped together by threaded rods
passed through flanges at the head and aft end of the chamber. Instrumentation ports are
bored into the rings to provide access as needed for pressure or temperature
measurements. One of the sections is designed to hold either acrylic or UV quartz
windows to provide optical access into the chamber. Additionally, the modular design
allows for changing nozzles to obtain target chamber pressures and injection velocities.
The copper design of the chamber allows for heat sink thermal management where the
heat transferred to the chamber is conducted away from the internal surface to maintain
the chamber temperature at a satisfactory level. However, active water cooling of the
nozzle is performed to prevent softening and erosion of the throat.

Figure 3.4. Copper Combustion Chamber
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3.3

Test Articles
Porous rods with a nominal diameter of 19.1 mm (0.75 in.) and cut to a length of

approximately 38.1 mm to 44.5 mm (1.5 to 1.75 in.) were selected as the fuel. Four
different high density polyethylene rods of nominal 200 micron, 100 micron, 50 micron,
and 15 micron average pore sizes were selected from Pore Technology, Inc. These pore
size values were determined by the manufacturer through a bubble point flow rate test.
In preparation for testing, the test articles were bonded with epoxy to a nylon
sleeve with a nominal 20.6 mm (0.81 in.) inner diameter and 22.6 mm (0.89 in.) outer
diameter to restrict the oxidizer outflow to the upper face. Nylon was selected as the
sleeve as it burned at approximately the same rate as the porous grain. J-B Weld was
selected as the epoxy as its temperature rating was approximately equal to that of the test
article. The diameter of the test article was based on balancing the requirements of larger
diameters to reduce the ratio of the insulation area to the porous area and smaller
diameters to reduce oxidizer system flow rate requirements. The test article length was
selected as to place the burning face of the test article into the view area of the
combustion chamber window. A picture showing one of the test articles affixed to a test
plate prior to a test is given in Figure 3.5. An illustration showing a cross sectional view
of the test article in the chamber is shown later in Figure 3.8.
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Figure 3.5. Test Article Affixed to Test Plate

For the porous rods, the void fraction was found by dividing the volume of ethyl
alcohol displaced by the rod when submerged by the total cylindrical volume of the rod
including pores to find the solid fraction and then subtracting one by the solid fraction.
This resulted in void fractions of 0.51, 0.50, 0.43, and 0.36 for the 200 micron,
100 micron, 50 micron, and 15 micron test articles respectively.

Measurements for

determining the solid fraction for the test articles are given in Appendix A.
X-ray computed tomography (XCT) scans were performed of the porous rods to
verify the calculated void fractions. The porosity of the grains using the XCT scans are
determined by imaging the grain, reconstructing slices of the grain, filtering the images,
and then applying a threshold value to determine what portions of the grain are solid and
which are void. A diagram illustrating the XCT process is shown in a scan of an
assembled 50 micron test article resulted in a void of 0.46 showing concurrence with the
calculated void fractions [56].
While the average void fraction values from the XCT scans showed agreement
with the values from the submersion tests, the XCT results showed a large void in the
middle of the grain and relatively void toward the edges which could potentially
undermine the uniform porosity assumption for the modified ablative model. Based on
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cursory visual observation of the grains, there was concern that the XCT results exhibited
some bias. This bias was thought to arise from using a thresholding value to determine
solid and void pixels particularly regarding the question as to how much of a given area
had to be either solid or void for the XCT scan to detect it. To better evaluate the XCT
scan, a closer inspection was conducted of one of the 50 micron grains after combustion.
A picture of the grain is shown in Figure 3.7. Observing the grain after combustion was
chosen since cutting the grains typically biased the surface but combustion was
postulated to not have the same shearing effect as cutting. As can be seen in Figure 3.7,
pores are scattered across the entire combustion surface. While some pores in the middle
of some grains were larger than those on the edges, visual inspection indicated that there
was indeed a distribution of pores as opposed to solely a central concentration as
suggested by the XCT results.

Figure 3.6. XCT Process [56]
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Figure 3.7. 50 Micron Surface View

3.4

Experimental Setup
An illustration showing the placement of the test articles in the chamber is shown

in Figure 3.8. As can be seen in the figure, the test article is located toward the head end
of the chamber near the oxygen injection. The oxygen is injected into a plenum to
mitigate preferential flow into the test article. The test article is epoxied to the test plate
as shown in Figure 3.5. The window section has two holders for two windows and one
instrumentation pass through.
For the experiment, acrylic windows were initially used; however, due to slight
burning of the window across a number of tests, visibility through the window was
inhibited. Due to this decline in visibility, the acrylic windows were replaced with UV
quartz windows. In addition, a section with an instrumentation port was included in the
test chamber setup to provide the ability to measure the temperature and pressure of the
chamber. Finally, the nozzle section is located at the aft end of the chamber. As can be
seen in the figure, the nozzle is a separate piece from the holder which allows it to be
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changed between experiments to achieve the desired pressure for a given flow rate.
Water cooling is provided to the nozzle to cool the throat to prevent erosion.
The assembled combustion chamber as mounted on the thrust stand is shown in
Figure 3.9. Key components of the experiment hardware are labeled in the figure. The
nozzle, window section, the test plate, and the instrumentation ports are designated. In
addition, the figure shows the igniter mounted to the combustion chamber. Ignition of
the test article is achieved using a GOX/GH2 torch igniter. Also, as can be seen in the
figure, a mirror is mounted next to the combustion chamber for optical access for the
camera. The mirror setup was used to protect the camera should the UV quartz windows
shatter or dislodge.

Figure 3.8. Test Chamber Setup
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Figure 3.9. Assembled Experiment

3.4.1

JRC Facility Schematic
The schematic of the experimental setup using GOX as the primary oxidizer is

shown in Figure 3.10. As can be seen in the figure, the setup uses a GOX igniter system,
a GH2 igniter system and a GN2 system as well as the primary GOX system. The GOX
system provides the oxygen to the test article for the test. Flow initiation and shutoff is
remotely controlled through two pneumatically actuated valves (O6 and O9). The second
valve (O9) is the fire valve and is the primary one for starting and stopping flow during a
test, and the first valve (O6) is the main valve and is used as an emergency shutoff. Line
pressures in the primary GOX system are set using a dome loaded pressure regulator
(O7). The GOX flowrate was metered by an orifice upstream of the chamber (O10). Key
pressure and temperature measurements in the setup were taken upstream of the orifice
(P2 and T1), upstream of the test article (P3 and T2), and in the chamber (P4 and T3).
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The GOX and GH2 igniter systems provide the propellants for use in the igniter. The
pressure in the GH2 igniter system is established using a dome loaded pressure regulator
(H8) while the pressure in the GOX igniter system is established using a regulator at the
GOX igniter k-bottle (IO2). Flowrates for both igniter systems are metered using a flow
control orifice. Ignition for the igniter propellants is accomplished using a lawn mower
spark plug. Finally, the GN2 system is used to set the primary GOX and igniter GH2 line
dome loaded pressure regulators and for purges in the three propellant systems. In
addition to standard purge functions of clearing the feedlines, the purge in the primary
GOX system is used to displace the oxygen in the test article to extinguish it at the
conclusion of a test.

Figure 3.10. JRC GOX Facility Schematic
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The schematic of the experimental setup using N2O as the primary oxidizer is
shown in Figure 3.11. This setup is very similar to the setup using GOX as the primary
oxidizer in that it uses both igniter systems in the same configuration. The GN2 system is
the same except that the primary oxidizer pressure is not set by a dome loaded pressure
regulator. Instead, the pressure in the N2O system is set by a pressure regulator on the
N2O k-bottle (O2). As before, flow is controlled by two pneumatic valves, a main valve
(O12) and a fire valve (O15), and flowrates are metered using a flow control orifice
downstream of the fire valve (O17).
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Figure 3.11. JRC N2O Facility Schematic
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IO11

P

3.4.2

PLC Logic
Remotely actuated valves were controlled using an Omron Programmable Logic

Controller (PLC).

Four zones were created in the PLC for the different modes of

operation during a test. The first zone was the “Preliminary” zone which was used prior
to initiation of the firing sequence. In this zone, all valves were under manual control.
The second zone was the “Fire” zone which was the primary zone of the firing sequence.
This zone was initiated by pressing the “Fire” button on the control board. The third
zone was the “Purge” zone. It became active after the “Fire” zone timer was complete or
if the “End” button was pressed on the control board which manually overrode the “Fire”
zone timer. Finally, a fourth “Abort” zone was created to set all valves to a safe state
should an emergency occur. A summary of the PLC logic for the N2O tests is shown in
Figure 3.12. In the figure, the names of the remotely controlled valves (plus the spark)
are provided in the leftmost column, and the valve designation as shown in Figure 3.11 is
in the column next to the name. The four zones are listed across the top row. Yellow
circles indicate manual control of the valve, green circles indicate that the valve is open
(or turned on for the spark plug), and red circles indicate that the valve is closed (or
turned off for the spark plug). A split in the zone (e.g. a green circle and then a red
circle) for a valve means that the valve changes state during the zone (e.g. valve is
opened at the start of the zone and then is closed).
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Name
Number
N2O Main
O12
N2O Vent
O21
N2O Fire
O15
N2O Purge
N9
GOX Main
IO7
GOX Ig. Fire
IO9
GOX Ig. Purge
N15
Fuel Main
H6
Fuel Ig. Dome
N21
Fuel Ig. Fire
H10
Fuel Ig. Purge
N18
Spark
-

Preliminary

Fire

Purge

Abort

Figure 3.12. N2O PLC Logic

3.5

Instrumentation and Data Acquisition
The primary instrumentation for each setup is shown in the respective schematics

in Figure 3.10 and Figure 3.11. The orifice and test article inlet temperatures were
measured using Omega T-type thermocouple while the other temperature measurements
were performed using Omega K-type thermocouples. Ungrounded thermocouples were
used to prevent the occurrence of a ground loop. The thermocouples were not calibrated
in-house. As such, the manufacturer specified uncertainty of the larger value of 1.0 K or
0.75% above 0 °C for the T-type thermocouples [57] or 2.2 K or 0.75% above 0 °C for
the K-type thermocouples [58] were used.
Static pressure measurements were performed using a variety of pressure
transducers. These transducers were calibrated in-house using a deadweight pressure
tester, and a regression analysis was performed to obtain a linear curve fit for each
transducer.

Additionally, a curve fit uncertainty analysis was performed for the

transducers to describe the uncertainty of each transducer using a second-order
expression of the form
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𝑈 = 𝑎𝑉 2 + 𝑏𝑉 + 𝑐

(3.1)

where U is the uncertainty of the transducer in kPa, V is the output voltage of the
transducer, and a, b, and c are constants. The orifice inlet pressure was measured using a
Sensotec FPA transducer with a range of 0-10.3 MPa (0-1500 psia); the injector pressure
was measured using an Omega PX309 transducer with a range of 0-3.4 MPa (0-500
psig); and the chamber pressure was measured using an Omega PX309 transducer with a
range of 0-3.4 MPa (0-500 psig). Each transducer had an output of 0-5 VDC.
Temperature and pressure data were taken using a National Instruments PXI-1052
chassis. The DAQ has a capability of 333 ksamples per second and a 16 bit resolution.
Temperature data was taken using a NI-SCXI 1102 thermocouple card with a 2 Hz lowpass filter and a built-in cold junction compensation. Static pressure was taken using a
NI-SCXI 1102B card with a 200 Hz low-pass filter. Both the thermocouple and static
pressure measurements were sampled at 200 Hz with 20 samples taken at a time. Data
was recorded using LabVIEW and output into *.lvm text files. Unique file names based
on the designation of each test article were assigned to each text file to allow for ease of
identification during analysis.
3.6

Chemiluminescence
As stated before, the initiation of combustion was determined through an optical

measurement using chemiluminescence.

Chemiluminescence takes advantage of the

release of light from excited molecules to estimate reaction locations.

A sketch

illustrating the process of chemiluminescence emissions is shown in Figure 3.13 [59]. As
can be seen in the figure, in chemiluminescence emissions, energy is transmitted to a
molecule through the combustion process to raise the molecule to a higher energy state.
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This energy is dissipated from the molecule through heat and other processes until the
molecule reaches the point where it drops to the ground state energy releasing a photon in
the process. The wavelength of the emitted photon is determined by the difference in
energy between the energy level where the photon was released and the ground state
energy level. Since these emissions are driven by the energy states of the molecule, the
wavelength of the emitted photons is fixed by the molecule [59].

Figure 3.13. Chemiluminescence Emission [59]

For this experiment, CH* chemiluminescence was selected as it is a common
radical in hydrocarbon combustion. The peak wavelength of photons released in CH*
chemiluminescence is 431 nm [59]. Imaging of the test article was accomplished using a
Vision Research Phantom Miro 4 high speed camera. Several different options were tried
to obtain an image of the flame, but a two filter approach using an Andover 450FL07-50
filter and an Andover 420FG03-50 filter to obtain a CH* bandpass was ultimately
chosen.
3.7

X-Ray System
XCT scans were performed at the UAH High Pressure Laboratory using x-ray

radiography [56]. X-ray radiography functions by capturing the attenuation of x-ray
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intensity caused by passing through the imaged object. A sketch illustrating the basic
components required in x-ray radiography is shown in Figure 3.14 [60]. As can be seen
in the figure, a source generates the x-rays. These rays are then transmitted through the
object where the ray intensity is attenuated based on the object material and size. Finally,
the rays are collected by a sensor where the results are captured as an image. The
intensity of the captured image is based on the intensity of the x-rays detected by the
sensor [60].

Figure 3.14. X-Ray Radiography [60]

The HPL uses an Eresco 200 MF4-R transmitter and a Toshiba E5877J-P1 X-ray
image intensifier coupled with a Kappa HiRes3-XR camera. Pictures of the transmitter
and intensifier with camera are shown in Figure 3.15.

The transmitter is a

200 kV/600 W, air-cooled tube where the operating range varies from 10 kV to 200 kV.
The tube emits a 40° x 60° elliptical beam. The image intensifier has a nominal entrance
field size of 100 mm in N mode and 50 mm in M mode. The central resolution of the
image intensifier is 77 Lp/cm for N mode and 110 Lp/cm for M mode. Finally, the
camera has a light sensitive area of 5.632 mm x 5.632 mm and a 14 bit digital signal
processor. Additionally, the camera has a frame rate of 30 frames per second.
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Figure 3.15. UAH X-Ray System (Left: Source, Right: Intensifier and Camera)

3.8

Data Analysis
Using the pressure, temperature, dimensional, and time measurements, the key

parameters of the oxygen mass flow rate and the test article regression rate were able to
be calculated. These parameters along with the test conditions and test article physical
properties were able to be used in the ablative model derived in Chapter 2 to determine
the flame coefficient.
First, the oxygen mass flux was calculated using the flow conditions at the orifice
along with the geometry of the orifice and the test article. This was accomplished by
dividing the expression for mass flowrate through a sonic orifice by the cross sectional
area of the test article yielding the equation

′′
𝑚̇𝑜𝑥
= 𝐶𝑑

𝑑𝑡2

2

√𝑅𝑔 𝑇𝑜𝑟 𝑝

𝑜𝑥

𝑝𝑜𝑟

√𝛾𝑜𝑥 (
𝑑2
𝛾

𝛾𝑜𝑥 +1
⁄𝛾 −1
𝑜𝑥

)
+1

(3.2)

where Cd is the discharge coefficient of the orifice, por is the upstream pressure at the
orifice, Tor is the upstream temperature at the orifice, dt is the orifice throat diameter, dp is
the test article diameter, and γox is the ratio of specific heats for oxygen.
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The average regression rate of the test article was calculated by dividing the
change in height of the test article by the burn time. This method is given by the
expression
𝑟̇ =

Δ𝑥

(3.3)

Δ𝑡

where Δx is the change in height of the test article, and Δt is the burn time. Since the test
article is assumed to have a constant burn surface area with a regression rate expected to
be based on the chamber pressure, it was expected that the average regression rate would
be similar to the instantaneous regression rate.

This expectation assumed that the

pressure transients during the start and stop of the burn were minimal in length compared
to the steady state portion of the test. A mass based method of calculating the average
regression rate was investigated but was ultimately abandoned due to the difficulty of
ascertaining the percentage of the cross section that was the porous fuel instead of epoxy
or sleeve and the amount of sleeve consumed around the side. Since the tests were
conducted in an oxidizing environment, some of the sleeve was consumed during a test.
3.9

Test Method
To develop the test matrix, the origin of the terms in the modified ablative model

given in Eq. 2.9 was determined. By categorizing the various terms in Eq. 2.9 based on
origin, the test variables were able to be determined.

The categories used for the

parameters were input parameters, material properties, flame properties, and the
measured parameters.

Equation 2.9 with the various parameters colored based on

category is given by
𝜌𝑓 𝑟̇ =

′′ 𝑐
𝐶𝑓𝑙 (𝑇𝑓𝑙 −𝑇𝑑𝑒𝑐 )−𝑚̇𝑜𝑥
𝑝,𝑜𝑥 (𝑇𝑑𝑒𝑐 −𝑇𝑜 )

(∆ℎ𝑓,𝑑𝑒𝑐 +𝑐𝑙𝑖𝑞 (𝑇𝑑𝑒𝑐 −𝑇𝑚𝑒𝑙𝑡 )+∆ℎ𝑓,𝑚𝑒𝑙𝑡 +𝑐𝑠𝑜𝑙 (𝑇𝑚𝑒𝑙𝑡 −𝑇𝑜 ))
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(3.4)

where all terms have been previously defined.

Parameters colored green are input

parameters which are the independently set test conditions. The parameters colored red
are material properties of the fuel and the oxidizer. The blue parameters are the flame
properties which are in themselves driven by the input parameters and material
properties. Finally, the parameters colored black are the measured parameters which are
determined through direct measurements such as the regression rate or through
calculation for the flame coefficient. A diagram showing the origin of the key parameters
is given in Figure 3.16. As can be seen in the figure, the various parameters in Eq. 3.4
are divided by category using the same color scheme as used in Eq. 3.4.

Figure 3.16. Experimental Setup

Using the results of the category analysis of the modified ablative model, it was
determined that the key parameter to evaluate was the flame coefficient.
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As such,

variations in test conditions were selected to determine the key physical parameters that
affect the flame coefficient so as to better compare the flame coefficient to flame models.
While not shown in Eq. 3.4 or Figure 3.16, it was hypothesized that the primary
dependency of the flame coefficient would be the chamber pressure based on the pressure
dependency of the regression rate as observed by Nagata et al. [39-40]. This hypothesis
was based upon the pressure dependence of the axial-injection, end-burning hybrid
regression rate as observed by Nagata et al [39-40]. In addition, it was speculated that the
pore size of the test articles could have an effect on the flame structure and thus the flame
coefficient.
As such, the four variables identified for evaluation in this experiment are the
oxidizer mass flux, chamber pressure, test article porosity, and oxidizer selection (i.e.
GOX and N2O). The oxidizer mass flux was selected due to its impact on the oxidizer
heat absorption term, and the oxidizer selection was chosen due to its impact on the
oxidizer material properties and the flame properties. By using these four parameters,
variation would be achieved in each of the three controlled parameter groups (input,
material, and flame) which in turn would aid with evaluating the applicability of the
modified ablative model. The oxidizer mass flux was controlled by setting the pressure
at the orifice or by changing the orifice throat area; the test article porosity was specified
by the manufacturer; and the chamber pressure was controlled by adjusting the nozzle
diameter based on given flowrates. A table showing the test matrix conditions is given in
Table 3.1. For this experiment, a test series consisted of a target chamber pressure and
oxidizer flow rate and could be conducted with a variety of test article porosities or
oxidizers. The entire test matrix consisted of 11 independent test series.
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Table 3.1. Target Test Matrix

Series

Chamber
Pressure (kPa)

Oxidizer Mass
Flow Rate (g/s)

Nominal
Porosity
(microns)

Oxidizer

1

101.3

8

100

GOX

2

101.3

10

200, 100, 50

GOX, N2O

3

101.3

15

100

GOX, N2O

4

170

30

100

GOX

5

275

30

100

GOX, N2O

6

275

45

100

GOX

7

425

50

50, 15

GOX

8

515

50

200, 100, 50

GOX, N2O

9

740

65

200, 100, 50

GOX, N2O

10

740

110

100

GOX, N2O

11

1190

105

100

GOX, N2O
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CHAPTER 4

RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

A total of forty-four successful experiments were conducted for evaluation and
for developing the analytical model. Both GOX and N2O were used as oxidizers in
combination with the polyethylene fuel to evaluate the impact of varying the oxidizer on
the performance of the axial-injection, end-burning configuration.

In addition, test

articles with different pore sizes were tested to determine the effect of porosity on the test
articles.
4.1

GOX Experimental Results
Data were successfully taken for twenty-seven hot-fire tests using GOX as the

oxidizer. The tests consisted of one 15 micron article test, five 50 micron article tests,
seventeen 100 micron article tests, and four 200 micron article tests. A summary of the
test results is shown in Table 4.1 with fuller details on test conditions given in
Appendix B. The regression rate for each test was determined by measuring the length of
each test article before and after each test to determine the grain regression and then
dividing the regression by the burn time as given in Eq. 3.3. Since the test articles were
end burners with a constant burn area and the regression rate was dependent on pressure,
it was assumed that the average regression rate was a good approximation of the
instantaneous regression rate. The burn time was determined by for all test articles by
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using the visual observation of when the initial flame spread across the end surface as the
start of burning and the disappearance of flame as the end of burning for atmospheric
tests. The minimum time derivative of chamber pressure [61] for pressure tests was used
to determine the end of burning for those cases. The presence of a flame on the end
surface for the start of the burn time was selected as the pressure increase provided by the
igniter was significant enough for the low pressure tests to bias the start time. For each
case, the average pressure was found by integrating the pressure trace over the length of
the burn using the trapezoidal method and then dividing by the burn time. An example
pressure trace using Test Article 100-10 is given in Figure 4.1. The blue diamonds give
the pressure chamber pressure as a function of time, and the vertical red lines indicate the
start and stop of the burn time. As stated before, the average chamber pressure was
determined by integrating the pressure trace over the region bounded by the vertical red
lines.
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Figure 4.1. Article 100-10 Pressure Trace (GOX)
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Table 4.1. GOX Experimental Results
Test
Article

Chamber
Pressure
(kPa)

Chamber
Pressure
Unc. (%)

Oxidizer
Velocity
(m/s)

Oxidizer
Velocity
Unc. (%)

Regression
Rate
(mm/s)

Regression
Rate Unc.
(%)

15-1

409.6

2%

87.2

8%

1.48

76%

50-1

732.5

1%

52.7

8%

6.09

9%

50-2

504.0

2%

59.8

8%

3.18

14%

50-3

101.5

9%

61.8

12%

0.28

157%

50-4

528.2

2%

56.0

8%

3.32

12%

50-5

377.5

2%

56.6

8%

2.12

16%

100-1

101.4

9%

48.1

12%

0.60

7%

100-2

110.1

9%

44.3

11%

0.75

12%

100-3

100.8

9%

66.0

12%

0.48

90%

100-4

101.4

9%

39.4

12%

0.59

22%

100-5

100.6

9%

49.2

12%

0.67

16%

100-6

180.8

5%

80.2

9%

0.77

89%

100-7

285.1

3%

47.7

8%

1.79

20%

100-8

284.5

3%

77.4

8%

1.66

14%

100-9

275.2

3%

80.1

8%

1.24

19%

100-10

527.2

2%

49.6

7%

3.19

7%

100-11

527.9

2%

48.6

7%

3.59

7%

100-12

500.6

2%

47.3

7%

3.68

10%

100-13

716.4

1%

46.5

7%

4.76

16%

100-14

724.7

1%

78.2

7%

4.48

12%

100-15

1160.4

1%

45.8

7%

8.89

12%

100-16

532.3

2%

49.4

7%

3.67

11%

100-17

494.4

2%

50.6

7%

3.25

9%

200-1

132.7

7%

46.1

10%

0.79

22%

200-2

584.7

1%

46.1

7%

3.93

7%

200-3

443.6

2%

42.9

7%

3.06

5%

200-4

677.0

1%

43.8

7%

5.42

9%

Uncertainties for the experimental results were determined using a Monte Carlo
Analysis [62] as given in Appendix C. As can be seen, the uncertainty of the chamber
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pressure is below 9% for each test, and the oxygen velocity uncertainty is around 10% for
each test. The regression rate uncertainty experienced a wide range of uncertainty across
the various tests but typically fell below a value of 20%. The variation in regression rate
uncertainty was typically caused by uneven burning at the lower chamber pressures
which increased the uncertainty of the posttest article length. As can be seen, this effect
decreased as increasing chamber pressure resulted in more even burn surfaces. The
analyses were simplified due to one elemental uncertainty’s (whether systematic or
random) being the dominant influence for each input parameter. Further details on the
uncertainty analysis are given in Appendix C.
Of note is that about an order of magnitude increase in pressure while maintaining
the oxygen velocity (100-2 to 100-15) resulted in about an order of magnitude increase in
the regression rate while an increase in velocity (100-7 to 100-8) did not have a
significant impact on the regression rate. These results match the results found by Nagata
et al. that the regression rate of an axial-injection, end-burning hybrid is a function of the
chamber pressure as opposed to the oxidizer flux typical in conventional hybrids.
The disparity in the number of tests of the various test articles is that several of
the 50 micron articles were used for initial tests to understand how to configure the
experiment and did not result in any useful data and tended to fail at higher pressures, the
15 micron articles were difficult to ignite and were prone to break from the test plate
during testing, and the 200 micron articles were evaluated only to determine potential
effects of pore size on the regression rate. The failure of the 15 micron articles was
suspected to be caused by the small pores’ presenting a significant enough flow
restriction to cause an adiabatic compression ignition at the test article inlet. A picture
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showing a 15 micron test article with evidence of burning on the injection end are given
in Figure 4.2.

Figure 4.2. 15 Micron Test Article Showing Ignition of Head End of Test Article
(Left: Head End. Right: Aft End)

As such, the tests primarily focused on the 100 micron test articles as they were
the most available after settling on the experimental configuration and were also the most
tractable. For illustration, pretest and posttest pictures of Test Article 100-14 are given in
Figure 4.3. As can be seen in the figure the test article regressed axially over the burn.
Some burning of the outer sleeve did occur during the test but was not sufficient to
compromise the test by allowing for oxidizer flow through the side of the grain. The
burning of the sleeve provided the impetus to rely on the length measurements to
determine the test article regression as opposed to mass measurements since a mass
measurement would require a determination of the side burning present. It was also
noted for the GOX tests that at higher chamber pressures, the test articles tended to
regress more evenly over the burn surface while at lower chamber pressures, the test
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articles tended to experience more regression at the edges. Additional pretest and posttest
pictures are shown in Appendix D.

Figure 4.3. Test Article 100-14 (Top: Pretest, Bottom: Posttest)

As can be seen in Table 4.1, several of the tests were repeats of test matrix
conditions. This was done to ensure repeatability in the tests. While there was some
variability in the results at each pressure (possibly due to variations in the initial
temperature), the regression rates tended to occur in groups based on the chamber
pressure. The velocities observed during testing fall within the boundaries observed by
Nagata et al. for stable end-burning where the flame does not lift-off the surface and is
not absorbed back into the grain. Visual observation of the tests support the conclusion
that the flame was not absorbed into the grain.
A plot of the regression rate for each of the twenty-two tests is given in Figure
4.4. As can be seen in the figure, the regression rate is a function of the chamber
pressure. The power trendline shown in the figure is based on the data for the 100 micron
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test article results, but it is representative of most of the other test articles as well except
for the 15 micron test article case. The cause for the exceptionally low regression rate of
the 15 micron test article is unknown at this time. One final point of interest is that the
exponent of the regression rate is approximately equal to one which indicates the
potential for amplification of pressure disturbances [1].

Regression Rate vs. Chamber Pressure
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Figure 4.4. GOX Tests Regression Rates

Finally, since a porous axial-injection, end-burning hybrid has a low effective
density (i.e. cross-sectional density accounting for the pores for oxidizer flow), a check
was made to ensure that the configuration resulted in an increase in the fuel mass flux in
addition to an increase in the regression rate. For this check, the regression rate of each
test article was multiplied by the effective density of the porous material to calculate the
fuel mass flux. Then, the results were plotted against the chamber pressure. A nominal
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value for the fuel mass flux of an HTPB grain with a 1 mm/s regression rate (which is a
reasonable value based on the regression rates presented in Sutton [1]) was also included
for comparison.
The plot of the fuel mass flux for each test article is shown in Figure 4.5. As with
the regression rate results, the fuel mass flux results follow a power trendline with an
exponent approximately equal to one. The power trendline was based on the 100 micron
test article results but is representative of most of the other tests as well. In addition, the
fuel mass flux of the porous axial-injection, end-burning hybrid starts to equal the HTPB
nominal around an operating pressure of 350 kPa and is clearly above the nominal case
by 525 kPa. The increase of the fuel mass flux compared to the HTPB nominal indicates
that the axial-injection, end-burning hybrid has the potential for mitigating the low fuel
mass flux disadvantage of conventional hybrid rocket motors.
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Figure 4.5. GOX Tests Fuel Mass Flux
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4.2

GOX Model Results
Enthalpies for the oxygen were determined using NIST Fluid Properties [63], and

the flame temperatures were determined using Propep3 [64]. Propep3 was selected as it
allowed for an easy determination of the flame temperature based on the initial propellant
temperatures and the chamber pressure. Basing the flame temperature on the chamber
pressure was due to the assumption that the flame occurs as a diffusion flame at an
equivalence ratio of one. The chamber pressure serves as a significant parameter as it
determines the equilibrium constants controlling dissociation of the combustion products
thus determining the flame temperature. Values for the other parameters were constant
across the tests and are given in Table 4.2.

Table 4.2. Ablative Model Values
Parameter

Value

Units

Source

ρf (200 micron)

446

kg/m3

Calculated

ρf (100 micron)

451

kg/m3

Calculated

ρf (50 micron)

521

kg/m3

Calculatec

ρf (15 micron)

580

kg/m3

Calculated

Tdec

751

K

[15]

Δhtot

2510

J/g

[15]

csol

1.6

J/g-K

[15]

Using Eq. 2.11, the flame coefficient for each test condition was determined.
These flame coefficients are shown plotted against the chamber pressure in Figure 4.6. A
power trendline for the flame coefficient as a function of pressure was determined based
on the 100 micron test articles. Though there is some scatter, the power trendline
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matches all test article porosities relatively well. As can be seen in the figure and in the
power trendline equation, the flame coefficient is a function of the chamber pressure.
Observing this relationship sparked interest in determining what caused the pressure
dependency of the flame coefficient.
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Figure 4.6. GOX Flame Coefficient vs. Chamber Pressure

To further determine the source of the pressure dependency of the regression rate,
the terms in Eq. 2.10 were divided into a heat flux regression term and an oxidizer flow
rate (advective term). This grouping is yields the relationship
𝑟̇ = 𝜌

𝐶𝑓𝑙 (𝑇𝑓𝑙 −𝑇𝑑𝑒𝑐 )
𝑓 (∆ℎ𝑡𝑜𝑡 +𝑐𝑠𝑜𝑙 (298𝐾−𝑇𝑜

−𝜌
))

′′ (ℎ
𝑚̇𝑜𝑥
𝑜𝑥,𝑠 −ℎ𝑜𝑥,𝑜 )
𝑓 (∆ℎ𝑡𝑜𝑡 +𝑐𝑠𝑜𝑙 (298𝐾−𝑇𝑜 ))

(4.1)

where the first term on the right hand side is the regression rate contribution from the heat
flux to the grain and the second term on the right hand side is the regression rate decrease
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from the porous oxidizer flow. Using the heat flux and advective terms shown in Eq. 4.1
with the flame coefficients shown in Figure 4.6, the regression rate contribution of both
terms was determined.

The magnitudes of these contributions are plotted against

chamber pressure in Figure 4.7 for all test article porosities. As can be seen in the figure,
the heat flux term has a strong dependence on chamber pressure (i.e. coefficient of
determination of 0.97) while the advective term had a very weak dependence on chamber
pressure (i.e. coefficient of determination of 0.25). These results confirm the heat flux
term as the primary source of the pressure dependency of the regression rate.
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Figure 4.7. GOX Regression Rate Contributions
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In an endeavor to understand the pressure dependency of the heat flux and thus
the flame coefficient, the heat transfer from the flame to fuel surface was modeled using
conduction as the primary means of heat transfer similar to the model used for solid
rocket motors [52]. In this model, the flame coefficient was defined as being the average
thermal conductivity of the vaporized gases divided by the distance from the flame to the
surface (flame distance). This can be rearranged to solve for the flame height giving the
equation
𝑘

𝐷=𝐶

𝑓𝑙

(4.2)

where D is the flame distance and k is the thermal conductivity of the gases. Using
Cequel [65] and Gaseq [66], a correlation for the thermal conductivity of the combustion
gases between the grain and the flame can be determined by averaging the thermal
conductivity of the cold gases at the combustion surface and the hot combustion gases at
the flame. This correlation is given by the equation
−0.121
𝑘 = 2.43𝑝𝑐ℎ

(4.3)

where k is in W/m-K and pch is in kPa. By inserting the curve fit for the flame coefficient
given in Figure 4.6 and the curve fit for the thermal conductivity shown in Eq. 4.3 into
Eq. 4.2, a relationship for the predicted flame height using the flame coefficient can be
determined. This relationship is given as
−1.07
𝐷 = 1.9𝑝𝑐ℎ

(4.4)

where D is in meters, and pch is in kPa. As can be seen in Eq. 4.4, the predicted flame
distance is inversely proportional to chamber pressure. The pressure dependence of the
flame location is a reasonable result as the pressure affects the concentration which in
turn drives the chemical kinetics reaction rate (i.e. higher concentrations lead to an
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increased number of collisions which increases the chemical kinetics reaction rate). As
such, the pressure dependency of the flame location aids with explaining the pressure
dependency of the axial-injection, end-burning hybrid as the decrease in the flame
distance with increasing pressure would increase the heat transfer to the fuel thus
explaining the increase in the regression rate.
Inspired by the inverse pressure dependence of the predicted flame distance vs.
chamber pressure, it was desired to find a more detailed flame model to explain the
predicted relationship. After investigating the literature, it was noticed that the Granular
Diffusion Flame (GDF) model [52-53] predicts such an inverse relationship for the flame
distance for a pure kinetically controlled flame (i.e. the diffusion contribution to the
flame distance is negligible compared to the kinetic contribution to the flame distance).
For the GDF model, the flame exists at a location based on a combination of the distance
required for the propellants to diffuse and the chemical kinetics to occur. The distance
for the kinetic portion of the GDF flame model is given by the equation
𝐿𝑘 =

𝑅𝑔 𝑇𝑔

1
0.5
[𝑐𝑙𝑖𝑞 (𝑇𝑠 −𝑇𝑒 )−𝑄𝑠 ]
0.5
[𝑘(𝑇𝑓𝑙 −𝑇𝑠 )]

(𝐴𝑒

1

−𝐸𝑎 0.5
𝑅𝑔 𝑇𝑔

)

𝑝𝑐ℎ

(4.5)

where Lk is the GDF kinetic flame distance, Tg is the average temperature of the flame
and surface, Qs is the heat required for gasification of the fuel, Ea is the activation energy,
A is the pre-exponential factor, and pch is the chamber pressure. As with the ablative
model, the flame temperature is estimated for each condition using the stoichiometric
assumption given in Chapter 2 with Propep3 [64]. Values for the parameters shown in
Eq. 4.5 and later in Eq. 4.6 are given in Table 4. As a note, the values for the preexponential factor and the activation energy shown in Table 4.3 were estimated from
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Turns [47] based on the values for C2H4 combustion. In addition, those values were
divided by the molecular weight of ethylene to convert them to a per mass basis to use in
Eq. 4.5.
Using Eq. 4.5, the GDF kinetic flame distance was calculated for each test
condition. For this calculation, the latent heat required for decomposition was used for
Qs. The results of the GDF flame distance vs. chamber pressure for each test article are
plotted in Figure 4.8. As can be seen in the figure, the GDF kinetic flame distance
follows a similar trend to the predicted flame distance shown in Eq. 4.4. Some variations
occur in the GDF kinetic flame distance due to using experimental data which have
variations in initial temperature. However, even with the variations in test conditions, an
inverse pressure relationship for the GDF kinetic flame distance is observed.

Table 4.3. GDF Model Values
Parameter

Value

Units

Source

cliq

3

J/g-K

[46]

Tl

400

K

[46]

Qs

-670

J/g

[46]

k

1.04

W/m-K

[65, 66]

A

2∙1012

cm3/mol-s

[47]

Ea

125500

J/mol

[47]

k1

0.0015

m2-Pa/s-K1.5

Calculated
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Figure 4.8. GOX GDF Kinetic Flame Distance vs. Chamber Pressure

Due to observed discrepancies in the predicted regression rate using the GDF
kinetic flame distance, particularly at the higher chamber pressures, it was speculated that
as the GDF kinetic flame distance decreased at higher pressures that the GDF diffusion
flame distance became no longer negligible in comparison. As such, it was determined to
estimate the GDF diffusion flame distance to see if a more accurate regression rate
prediction could be achieved. This estimation was based on the GDF diffusion flame
distance equation which is given by
1

𝐿𝐷 =

1
[𝑐𝑙𝑖𝑞 (𝑇𝑠 −𝑇𝑒 )−𝑄𝑠 ]
0.5
[𝑘(𝑇𝑓𝑙 −𝑇𝑠 )]

0.5

5

1

⁄
⁄
⁄
𝑘2 3 𝑅𝑔 6 𝑇𝑔 12 𝑑𝑜

𝑘10.5

1⁄

𝑝𝑐ℎ3

(4.6)

where LD is the GDF diffusion flame distance, k1 is the diffusion parameter, k2 is the
pocket density, and do is the oxidizer diameter. The pocket density represents the mass of
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fuel vapor generated by a fuel particle of a given diameter [52]. This equation was
designed for evaluating the diffusion when the fuel and oxidizer were both solids as
opposed to a hybrid configuration where the oxidizer is in the gas phase. As such, there
is not a true equivalent for the oxidizer diameter term. This is further complicated by the
lack of a single pore size.

As such, an oxidizer diameter value was estimated by

minimizing the sum of the square residuals between the experimental results and the
GDF model including diffusion. This gave an oxidizer diameter value of 13.1 µm for the
100 micron test articles.
To obtain the total GDF predicted flame distance, the distances due to diffusion
and chemical kinetics were summed as shown by
𝐿𝑡𝑜𝑡 = 𝐿𝑘 + 𝐿𝐷

(4.7)

where Ltot is the total GDF flame distance. To evaluate the prediction given by the GDF
model for the flame distance, the predicted flame distance using the flame coefficient was
divided by the GDF flame distance to check for similarity. These ratios are shown in
Figure 4.9.

As can be seen in the figure, the GDF flame distance has significant

divergence from the predicted flame distance at the higher pressures when only the
kinetic contribution is considered but is in closer agreement with the predicted flame
distance when the diffusion contribution is considered as well.

This meets the

expectation that as the chamber pressure increases, the kinetic flame distance decreases
until the point is reached that the diffusion flame distance is no longer negligible.
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Fuel Mass Flux vs. Chamber Pressure
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Figure 4.9. GOX Flame Distance Ratios

As a final comparison, regression rates were calculated based on the ablative
model in Eq. 2.10 using both the GDF kinetic flame distance and the total GDF flame
distance for evaluating the conductive heat transfer. Results for the 100 micron test
articles are plotted in Figure 4.10 along with the measured experimental regression rate.
Power trendlines for the measured and both predicted regression rates were determined,
and the equations for each power trendline are given in the color of each power trendline.
As can be seen in the figure, the predicted regression rates using the total GDF flame
distance show much greater agreement with the experimental data at higher pressures
than do the ones based on the GDF kinetic flame distance only. However, the power
trendline for the total GDF flame distance regression rates does have a significant
deviation from the experimental based power trendline at the highest pressure condition.
This deviation was thought to have occurred due to the presence of several repeat test
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conditions at the middle pressure range. Also of note is the above unity value of the
pressure exponent. As noted in Section 2.2.3, the highest pressure exponent predicted in
the GDF model is for the pure kinetic case which yields a unity value for the pressure
exponent. However, the experimental data and the accompanying model predictions
include variations in initial temperature and oxidizer mass flow rate. These effects are
not included in the pressure-based trendlines. As such, above unity pressure exponents
observed in the trendlines is considerd to result from the variations in initial temperature
and oxidizer mass flow rate.
Due to the presence of so many test points, any bias in those conditions with
respect to the power trendline would have a greater impact than that of a single test
condition. As such, an additional plot was made and power trendlines determined where
each cluster of test conditions and results were averaged into a single data point so that
any one test condition would not significantly bias the power trendline. The averaged
condition plot is given in Figure 4.11. As can be seen in the figure, the power trendlines
have much greater agreement with the higher pressure condition. In addition, the power
trendline based on the total GDF flame distance results is in closer agreement with the
experimental power trendline and lies within the uncertainty band of each of the
experimental test conditions. This agreement indicates that using a GDF based flame
model has potential for explaining the heat transfer occurring in a porous axial-injection,
end-burning hybrid rocket motor.
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Figure 4.10. GOX 100 Micron Model Results
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Figure 4.11. GOX 100 Micron Model Results (Averaged Conditions)
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In addition, the model results for the 200 micron test articles are given in Figure
4.12, and the model results for the 50 and 15 micron test articles are given in Figure 4.13.
As can be seen in Figure 4.12, the GDF results for both the simple flame model and the
refined flame model show good agreement with the experimental results for the 200
micron test articles in the mid to upper pressure range tested. However, since only four
test articles were evaluated, additional articles would need to be tested to determine more
conclusive results. Additionally, as can be seen in Figure 4.13, the simple flame model
shows sufficient agreement with the 50 and 15 micron test articles at the low to mid
pressure range tested. The cause for the significant deviation of the highest pressure
50 micron condition from the predicted model value is currently unknown. In addition, a
trendline was not determined for the 15 micron test articles due to the limited data.
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Figure 4.12. GOX 200 Micron Model Results
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Figure 4.13. GOX 50 and 15 Micron Model Results

As with the 100 micron test articles, an oxidizer diameter value was determined
for the 200, 50, and 15 micron test articles by minimizing the sum of the squares. This
gave an oxidizer diameter value of 6.1 µm for the 200 micron test articles and 0 µm for
the 50 and 15 micron test articles. The lower value for the 50 and 15 micron test articles
as compared to the 100 micron test articles is expected as the smaller pore sizes should
result in a less significant diffusion contribution. However, the lower value for the
200 micron test cases is unexpected as the larger pore size would be expected to increase
the diffusion contribution. One potential cause is that the large percentage of tests of
100 micron test articles at the ~500 kPa condition biased the results of the 100 micron
test articles due to their greater deviation from the simple flame model.

While

preliminary results from the 50 and 15 micron test articles follow the predictions of the
GDF model, more tests and analysis of the 200 micron test articles would need to be
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conducted to draw conclusions regarding the correlation of pore size and the GDF
oxidizer particle diameter term.
4.3

N2O Experimental Results
Data were successfully taken for seventeen hot-fire tests using N2O. A few

additional tests were conducted at high oxidizer flow rates and low chamber pressures,
but the oxidizer flow rates were too high for the chamber pressure to obtain proper
burning of the motor. Due to the limited supply of existing nozzle throat diameters and
the uncertainty of which throat diameters would provide proper burning of the motor,
variations in the chamber pressure for a given flow rate were obtained by supplying GN2
pressurant to the combustion chamber.
Since the N2O tests were conducted to evaluate the change resulting from using a
different oxidizer, the N2O tests only used 100 micron grains. A summary of the test
results is shown in
Table 4.4 with fuller details on the test conditions provided in Appendix B. As with the
GOX tests, the regression rate for each test was determined by measuring the length of
each test article before and after each test to determine the grain regression and then
dividing the regression by the burn time. Uncertainties for the experimental results were
determined as described for the GOX results.
As can be seen in the table, the chamber pressures evaluated fall within the range
of pressures evaluated using GOX. In addition, the regression rate for the N2O tests was
noticeably lower than that observed in the GOX tests. This result was expected due to
the lesser reactivity of N2O compared to GOX. The uncertainty of the chamber pressure
is below 4% for each test, and the oxygen velocity uncertainty is around 12% for each
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test. The regression rate uncertainty experienced a wide range of uncertainty across the
various tests but typically fell below a value of 20%. The variation in regression rate
uncertainty was typically caused by uneven cutting of the article which increased the
uncertainty of the pretest article length or by uneven burning which increased the
uncertainty of the posttest article length. However, the lower regression rates of the N2O
tests allowed for longer burn times which reduced the time component of the regression
rate uncertainty.

Table 4.4. N2O Experimental Results
Test
Article

Chamber
Pressure
(kPa)

Chamber
Pressure
Unc. (%)

Oxidizer
Velocity
(m/s)

Oxidizer
Velocity
Unc. (%)

Regression
Rate
(mm/s)

Regression
Rate Unc.
(%)

101-1

207.3

4%

16.31

12%

0.21

83%

101-2

941.1

1%

8.69

12%

1.39

10%

101-3

806.3

1%

8.75

12%

1.11

5%

101-4

349.9

3%

13.99

12%

0.38

17%

101-5

1054.2

1%

8.54

12%

1.44

10%

101-6

456.3

2%

10.42

12%

0.54

14%

101-7

721.4

1%

9.27

12%

0.87

5%

101-8

304.8

3%

10.60

12%

0.35

5%

101-9

790.6

1%

8.22

12%

1.02

5%

101-10

540.1

2%

8.58

12%

0.67

24%

101-11

770.4

1%

7.43

12%

1.13

5%

101-12

614.3

1%

8.51

12%

0.80

14%

101-13

593.2

1%

8.92

12%

0.73

34%

101-14

672.5

1%

8.87

12%

0.91

7%

101-15

303.2

3%

9.37

12%

0.37

14%

101-16

408.0

2%

9.35

12%

0.50

9%

101-17

471.4

2%

8.86

12%

0.65

17%
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To verify that the regression rate followed the same pressure trend as observed in
the GOX tests, the regression rate for each of the seventeen N2O tests was plotted against
the chamber pressure. This plot is given in Figure 4.14. As can be seen in the figure, the
regression rate follows the pressure trend as observed in the GOX tests. This similarity
includes the near unity value of the pressure exponent indicating the presence of similar
physics as in the GOX tests as well as the potential effects from variation in initial
temperature and oxidizer mass flow rate.

Nitrous Oxide Results
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Figure 4.14. N2O Regression Rate vs. Pressure

Additionally, to ensure that the N2O results were indeed following a pressure
dependency as opposed to an oxidizer mass flux dependency, the regression rate of the
N2O tests were also plotted against the oxidizer mass flow rate (since the test articles
have an approximately constant burn area, the oxidizer mass flow rates are proportional
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to the oxidizer mass flux). This plot is given in Figure 4.15. The blue data points are all
the N2O tests, the red data points are a set of tests at constant mass flow rate and varying
pressure, and the green, purple, and orange data points are sets of test results at constant
pressure and varying mass flow rate. As can be seen in the figure, the data points do tend
to increase in regression rate with increasing mass flow rate due to using one nozzle
throat diameter so that increases in oxidizer mass flow rate result in increases in chamber
pressure. However, looking at the set of test conditions at the same oxidizer mass flow
rate with varying chamber pressures (the red data points), it can be observed that the
regression rate does increase with the chamber pressure (the higher regression rates
correlate to higher chamber pressures). In addition, the three data sets with constant
pressure and varying oxidizer mass flow rates (the green, purple, and orange data sets)
show a slight decrease in the regression rate when increasing the oxidizer mass flow rate.
These results support the conclusion that the regression rate of the N2O test articles is
dependent on the chamber pressure as opposed to the oxidizer mass flow rate. Also, the
slight decrease in regression rate with increasing mass flow rate follows the trend
predicted by the modified ablative model.
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Figure 4.15. N2O Regression Rate vs. Mass Flow Rate

4.4

N2O Model Overview
As with the GOX data points, the flame coefficient for each N2O test condition

was determined using Eq. 2.11. The flame coefficients for the N2O tests are shown
plotted against chamber pressure in Figure 4.16.

A power trendline for the flame

coefficient as a function of pressure was determined from the data. As can be seen in the
figure, the pressure exponent of the N2O flame coefficient trendline is similar to that of
the GOX flame coefficient trendline seen in Figure 4.6 (0.75 vs. 0.86). This similarity,
along with the pressure dependency of the regression rate, indicates that the flame
structure of the N2O tests is similar to that of the GOX tests in that the flame structure
behaves more like a flame seen in a solid rocket motor than one seen in a conventional
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hybrid. However, the overall values of the N2O flame coefficients are significantly lower
(approximately one-fourth) than the values of the GOX flame coefficients.

Nitrous Oxide Results
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Figure 4.16. N2O Flame Coefficient vs. Pressure

As with the GOX experiments, the contributions of the heat flux and advective
terms as shown in Eq. 4.1 were calculated for the N2O test articles. The magnitudes of
both terms are plotted against chamber pressure in Figure 4.17. The blue trendline gives
the pressure-based curve fit of the heat flux term for all N2O test articles and the green
trendline gives the pressure-based curve fit of the advective for all N2O test articles. As
can be seen in the trendlines, both the heat flux and advective terms show pressure
dependency over the entire range of pressures tested (i.e. coefficient of determination
values of 0.87 for the heat flux term and 0.80 for the advective term) suggesting that the
pressure dependency in the N2O test articles was due to the advective term as well as the
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heat flux term.

To further evaluate that possibility, curve fits of both terms were

performed for only the test conditions with a chamber pressure above 600 kPa. The
resulting trendlines are given in purple for the heat flux term and in red for the advective
term. As can be seen in the figure, the curve fit of only the above 600 kPa conditions
shows a strong dependence on chamber pressure for the heat flux term (i.e. coefficient of
determination of 0.95) and a weak dependence on chamber pressure for the advective
term (i.e. coefficient of determination of 0.37). These results for the above 600 kPa test
conditions follow the conclusion drawn from the GOX results that the primary pressure
dependency of the regression rate is due to the heat flux term as opposed to the advective
term.
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Figure 4.17. N2O Regression Rate Contributions
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In total, the results for the N2O test articles show that the heat flux term has a
strong pressure dependence for all chamber pressures tested while the pressure
dependence of the advective term decreases with increasing chamber pressure. This
result is reasonable as the thermal soak in an ablative model is inversely related to the
regression rate (i.e. greater soak for lower regression rates). As such, for a pressure
dependent regression rate, the thermal soak in the grain is also dependent on the
regression rate allowing more heat transfer to the porous oxidizer flow resulting in a
pressure dependency of the oxidizer enthalpy change. However, as the regression rate
increases, the impact on the heat transfer starts to decrease resulting in the decreased
pressure dependency of the advective term as shown in Figure 4.17.
Finally, using the assumption that the flame coefficient is equal to the thermal
conductivity divided by the flame distance, it is expected that the flame height of the N2O
tests would be greater than that of the GOX tests due to the lower values of the flame
coefficient calculated for the N2O tests potentially caused by a decreased kinetic reaction
rate in the N2O tests. To evaluate that prediction of the conduction dominant assumption,
images of the flame height of a GOX test and an N2O test conducted at similar chamber
pressures were compared. These images are shown in Figure 4.18. The image from the
GOX test is shown on the left, and the image from the N2O test is shown on the right. As
can be seen in the figure, the flame structure from the N2O test is noticeably larger than
that from the GOX test.

This predicted observation from the model fits with the

difference in regression rate seen in the experimental data.
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Figure 4.18. Flame Height Comparison (Left: GOX. Right: N2O)

4.5

Test Article XCT Results
Preliminary XCT scans performed by Buckley on a test article evaluated using

N2O as the oxidizer indicated a lower solid fraction at the top surface postburn of 0.47
compared to the preburn condition of 0.53. Pictures showing a test article before and
after a test are shown in Figure 4.19. The decrease in solid fraction after a test could be
caused by thermal soak in the grain resulting in the fuel’s slumping, by entrainment of
solid particles into the oxidizer flow, or by uncertainty or error in the particular grain
scanned. Some entrainment of solid particles has been observed in test videos, and visual
inspection of the N2O test articles postburn has indicated the possibility of the potential
occurrence of thermal soak into the test articles. However, since the amount of XCT scan
data is limited, additional scans would need to be completed to evaluate the change in
solid fraction over a multitude of test articles in order to draw any conclusions on the
cause of the change in the solid fraction. In addition, the effect of uneven burning that
can be seen in Figure 4.19 could be better described and understood through scans of
additional test articles.
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Figure 4.19. XCT Scans (Left: Prefire. Right: Postfire) [Courtesy: Buckley]
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CHAPTER 5

CONCLUSIONS

Results from the experiments using GOX as the oxidizer show that the axialinjection, end-burning hybrid has the potential for significantly increasing regression
rates and fuel mass fluxes as compared to conventional hybrid rocket motor
configurations.

Pressures tested ranged from atmospheric to 1160 kPa and oxidizer

injection velocities ranged from 35 m/s to 87 m/s for the gaseous oxygen tests.
Regression rates ranged from approximately 0.75 mm/s at atmospheric pressure to
8.89 mm/s at 1160 kPa The regression rate was primarily driven by the chamber pressure
with a minimal impact from the oxidizer mass flow rate as demonstrated by a comparison
of the effects of the heat flux and advective terms described in the modified ablative
model as shown in Eq. 4.1. These results are in agreement with those of Nagata et al.
who observed regression rates ranging from 1 mm/s at atmospheric to approximately
7 mm/s at 1128 kPa for his type-B tubes as opposed to those of Li et al. who did not
observe any increase of regression rate in the axial-injection, end-burning configuration.
Curve fits of the experimental results as a power function of the chamber pressure yielded
exponents around one.

For a solid rocket, this result would indicate that pressure

disturbances would be amplified due to the pressure disturbance’s increasing the motor’s
burn rate. However, since the oxidizer flow rate is independent of the chamber pressure
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in an axial-injection, end-burning hybrid motor, the implications of a near-unity pressure
exponent in an axial-injection, end-burning hybrid rocket motor would need to be further
investigated.
Additionally, the modified ablative model along with the new application of GDF
theory to model the flame in an axial-injection, end-burning hybrid was successful in
fitting the GOX experimental data. This agreement between the experimental and model
results indicates that a GDF-based approach has promise for modeling the flame in a
porous axial-injection, end-burning hybrid. Results from the model indicate that the
kinetic effects limit the combustion and thus the regression rate at lower chamber
pressures while the diffusion processes become more significant as the chamber pressure
increases. This effect is considered to become significant around a chamber pressure of
400 kPa for the 100 micron case as the kinetic only and the kinetic and diffusion curves
start to deviate around that pressure. However, the impact of the diffusion contribution
varies for each test article porosity with the 15 and 50 micron test articles’ not showing
an observable diffusion contribution over the range of pressures tested. Future work on
the model should focus on determining the effect of pore size on the oxidizer particle
diameter term in the GDF flame model.

Preliminary results from this study have

indicated that smaller pore sizes may result in smaller oxidizer particle diameters but a in
depth study would be required to verify that trend and to determine the actual
relationship.
New results on N2O tests supported the theory that regression rate of axialinjection, end-burning hybrid rocket motors is proportional to the chamber pressure in
general and not just when using GOX as the oxidizer. Pressures tested ranged from
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207 kPa to 1054 kPa, and oxidizer injection velocities ranged from 7.5 m/s to 16.8 m/s
for the N2O tests. Regression rates ranged from approximately 0.21 mm/s at 207 kPa to
1.44 mm/s at 1054 kPa.

While the N2O results followed the pressure trend, the

magnitude of the regression rate was significantly lower than the regression rate observed
in the GOX tests. This decrease could correspond to an increase in the flame height
potentially caused by a decreased kinetic reaction rate. This was qualitatively confirmed
through visual observation but has not yet been quantitatively confirmed through
applying the GDF model due to the need of a HDPE/N2O global reaction. Future work in
analyzing the N2O results should focus on developing an elementary reaction model for
determining the global reaction parameters.
In summary, this research evaluated the combustion and heat mechanisms
controlling regression rate of axial-injection, end-burning hybrid fuel grains with
laboratory-scale experiments and described them with an analytical ablative model using
a new application of GDF theory. Results from the experiments, including new work
using N2O as the oxidizer, show that the axial-injection, end-burning configuration has
the capability of increasing the fuel mass flux as compared to conventional designs. The
results of the model demonstrated the importance of both kinetic and diffusion effects in
the performance of axial-injection, end-burning hybrid rocket motors.

Both the

experiments and the model show that the axial-injection, end-burning hybrid
configuration provides an improvement to the regression rate of conventional hybrids.
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APPENDIX A
TEST ARTICLE SOLID FRACTION DATA

Table A.1. HDPE Density
Grain

Mass (g)

Volume
Displacement (mL)

Density (g/cm3)

10A

5.4799

6

0.913

10B

5.4618

6

0.910

10C

5.4108

6

0.902

10D

5.2932

5.8

0.913

Average

0.91

Standard Deviation

0.005

Table A.2. GOX 100 Micron Solid Fraction
Grain

Mass (g)

Length (mm)

Diameter
(mm)

Density
(g/cm3)

101

5.4718

38.63

19.95

0.453

102

5.2421

37.16

19.98

0.450

103

5.3820

38.32

20.02

0.446

104

5.4160

38.19

19.96

0.453

Average

0.451

Solid Fraction

0.50
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Table A.3. GOX 50 Micron Solid Fraction
Grain

Mass (g)

Length (mm)

Diameter
(mm)

Density
(g/cm3)

51

5.8398

36.79

19.66

0.523

52

5.8066

36.88

19.52

0.526

53

5.7916

36.61

19.74

0.517

54

5.7884

36.70

19.85

0.510

55

5.7604

36.83

19.38

0.530

Average

0.521

Solid Fraction

0.57

Table A.4. GOX 15 Micron Solid Fraction
Grain

Mass (g)

Length (mm)

Diameter
(mm)

Density
(g/cm3)

15

7.5132

42.19

19.80

0.579

16

7.3454

41.39

19.66

0.585

17

7.3985

41.17

19.76

0.586

18

7.5052

42.72

19.76

0.573

Average

0.80

Solid Fraction

0.64
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Table A.5. GOX 200 Micron Solid Fraction
Grain

Displaced
Volume (mL)

Length (mm)

Diameter
(mm)

Solid Fraction

201

8.2

51.26

20.59

0.481

202

8.5

52.15

20.63

0.488

203

8.5

51.26

20.63

0.496

204

8.6

51.40

20.67

0.499

Average

0.49

Table A.6. N2O 100 Micron Solid Fraction
Grain

Displaced
Volume (mL)

Length (mm)

Diameter
(mm)

Solid Fraction

101N

8

52.33

20.55

0.461

102N

8.5

54.56

20.33

0.480

103N

7.9

50.72

20.49

0.473

104N

8.5

53.58

20.52

0.480

Average

0.47
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APPENDIX B
PRESSURE TEST DATA

Table B.1. GOX Pressure Test Conditions

Test Article

Venturi
Pressure
(MPa)

Injector
Pressure
(MPa)

Venturi
Temperature
(K)

Injector
Temperature
(K)

Venturi
Diameter
(in.)

15-1

2.83

2.76

299.4

300.3

0.120

50-1

3.66

2.12

299.8

300.9

0.120

50-2

2.86

1.66

300.1

299.6

0.120

50-4

2.80

1.66

296.5

299.2

0.120

50-5

2.06

1.19

277.8

282.9

0.120

100-2

1.22

0.24

276.9

284.1

0.080

100-6

3.66

0.63

286.5

287.8

0.080

100-7

3.45

0.59

294.9

294.4

0.080

100-8

5.63

0.95

286.6

288.1

0.080

100-9

5.64

1.00

286.6

287.1

0.080

100-10

6.60

1.55

296.9

298.1

0.080

100-11

6.50

1.26

297.1

297.3

0.080

100-12

5.96

1.14

297.2

299.4

0.080

100-13

3.78

2.00

291.6

294.1

0.120

100-14

6.43

2.43

292.4

293.4

0.120

100-15

6.00

2.72

293.0

295.5

0.120

100-16

2.94

1.17

295.5

299.2

0.120

100-17

2.79

0.97

297.1

300.0

0.120

200-1

0.67

0.37

285.2

286.7

0.120

200-2

3.07

1.48

285.2

289.9

0.120

200-3

2.15

1.12

280.0

288.5

0.120

200-4

3.38

1.51

282.8

289.4

0.120
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Table B.2. N2O Pressure Test Conditions
Test
Article

Orifice
Pressure
(MPa)

Injector
Pressure
(MPa)

Orifice
Temp.
(K)

Injector
Temp.
(K)

N2O
Orifice
Dia. (in.)

GN2 Orifice
Pressure
(MPa)

GN2 Orifice
Temp. (K)

GN2 Orifice
Dia. (in.)

101-1

1.05

0.25

302.5

302.3

0.063

-

-

-

101-2

2.67

0.98

302.8

301.8

0.063

-

-

-

101-3

2.30

0.84

297.1

298.6

0.063

-

-

-

101-4

1.55

0.40

297.1

299.3

0.063

-

-

-

101-5

2.95

1.11

297.8

296.6

0.063

-

-

-

101-6

1.54

0.49

296.9

297.2

0.063

-

-

-

101-7

2.20

0.76

295.4

294.3

0.063

-

-

-

101-8

1.06

0.32

280.2

279.8

0.063

0.52

281.4

0.063

101-9

2.13

0.83

280.1

285.2

0.063

1.16

283.3

0.063

101-10

1.53

0.56

280.3

283.4

0.063

0.88

282.6

0.063

101-11

1.90

0.80

280.7

285.9

0.063

1.15

283.2

0.063

101-12

1.73

0.65

283.6

287.4

0.063

1.10

285.1

0.063

101-13

1.74

0.63

283.8

287.1

0.063

1.10

284.7

0.063

101-14

1.99

0.70

283.6

282.1

0.063

0.67

291.9

0.063

101-15

0.92

0.32

285.6

289.1

0.063

0.90

287.6

0.063

101-16

1.24

0.43

286.5

289.1

0.063

0.81

289.5

0.063

101-17

1.36

0.49

286.7

290.6

0.063

0.84

290.7

0.063
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APPENDIX C
UNCERTAINTY ANALYSIS

To determine the accuracy of the experimental results, an uncertainty analysis was
conducted for the regression rate and the oxidizer velocity. Due to the simplicity of the
data reduction equation, a Taylor Series Method (TSM) analysis was performed for the
regression rate of each test article while a Monte Carlo Method (MCM) analysis was
performed for the oxidizer velocity due to the increased complexity of the oxidizer
velocity data reduction equation.
For a TSM analysis, the uncertainty for a measurement with uncorrelated errors is
calculated using the equation
2

𝜕𝑟

𝑈𝑟 = √∑ (𝜕𝑥 ⋅ 𝑈𝑖 )

(C.1)

𝑖

where Ur is the uncertainty of the calculated parameter, r is the calculated parameter, xi is
the contributing parameter, and Ui is the uncertainty of the contributing parameter. Given
that the regression rate was calculated by taking the difference in the pretest and posttest
grain lengths and dividing by the burn time, the TSM analysis equation for the standard
uncertainty of the regression rate is given as
𝑢𝑟̇ = √[(

𝑥1 −𝑥2
Δ𝑡 2

2

1

2

1

) 𝑢Δ𝑡 ] + [− (Δ𝑡) 𝑢𝑥1 ] + [(Δ𝑡) 𝑢𝑥2 ]

2

(C.2)

where uṙ is the standard uncertainty of the regression rate, x1 is the pretest length of the
test article, x2 is the posttest length of the test article, Δt is the burn time, uΔt is the
standard uncertainty of the burn time, ux1 is the standard uncertainty of the pretest length
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of the test article, and ux2 is the standard uncertainty of the posttest length of the test
article.
The uncertainties of the pretest and posttest lengths were determined by the
standard deviation of the measurements. For both measurements, the random uncertainty
was significantly larger (over an order of magnitude) than the uncertainty due to
resolution and enabled the resolution uncertainty to be neglected.
A standard uncertainty of 0.08 s was used for the burn time based on using a
sample frequency of 200 Hz. This value was selected by assigning a standard uncertainty
of fifteen frames to the start of burning and five frames to the end of burning. The higher
value for the start of burning was chosen due to the start’s being determined by
evaluating the high speed image of the combustion to see when the flame spread across
the surface of the grain. A fifteen frame standard uncertainty at 200 Hz provided a
±0.15 s expanded uncertainty for that parameter. The lower value of five frames for the
standard uncertainty of the end of burning was due to using the minimum value of the
time derivative of pressure to establish the end of the burn time [61]. These values were
then combined using Eq. 4.1 to provide a total standard uncertainty for the burn time.
For the Monte Carlo Method (MCM), the nominal value and the standard
uncertainties for each variable are determined. Next, a series of iterations are run where
the random values of the standard uncertainties from specified distributions (e.g.
Gaussian, square, triangular, etc.) are added to their respective variables and are then
used to calculate the result. After all the iterations have been completed, the results are
averaged to find the final value of the result, and the standard deviation is calculated to
determine the standard uncertainty of the result. A diagram illustrating the process of a
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MCM is given in Figure C.1 [62]. Since this experiment yielded one dominant standard
uncertainty for each parameter, it was determined to combine the random and systematic
standard uncertainties for each parameter. In addition, each uncertainty was assumed to
follow a Gaussian distribution. A table of the standard uncertainties for calculating the
oxidizer mass flow rate for sample 100-16 is shown in Table C.1 along with the source of
the uncertainty.
Pressure measurement uncertainties were determined through in-house calibration
of the uncertainty. While the temperature and venturi discharge coefficient uncertainties
were specified by the manufacturer, other uncertainties were determined by the standard
deviation of the measurement to ascertain the random uncertainty. For this experiment,
ten thousand iterations of the MCM were conducted for each test condition. Due to the
simplicity of the equations, a large number of iterations were able to be conducted
without difficulty which aided in ensuring that the most accurate values for the
uncertainty were determined.

Table C.1. Test Article 100-16 Standard Uncertainties
Parameter

Value

Units

Source

0.5

mm

Random

0.025

-

Random

Venturi Pressure

4.2

kPa

Calibration

Venturi Temperature

0.5

K

Manufacturer

Venturi Throat Diameter

0.013

mm

Assumed

Discharge Coefficient

0.01

-

Manufacturer

Chamber Pressure

8.5

kPa

Calibration

Grain Diameter
Grain Void Fraction
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Figure C.1. Monte Carlo Method Approach [62]
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APPENDIX D
PHOTOGRAPHIC DATA

Figure D.1. Article 100-10 Posttest (GOX)

Figure D.2. Article 100-11 Posttest (GOX)

Figure D.3. Article 100-12 Posttest (GOX)
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Figure D.4. Article 50-1 Posttest (GOX)

Figure D.5. Article 50-2 Posttest (GOX)

Figure D.6. Article 15-1 Posttest (GOX)
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Figure D.7. Article 200-2 (GOX)

Figure D.8. Article 101-3 (N2O)

Figure D.9. Article 101-13 (N2O)
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APPENDIX E
DERIVATION OF GDF MODEL LENGTHS

This appendix provides a derivation of the Granular Diffusion Flame model based
on that performed by Condon and Osborn [67] and Summerfield et al. [52].

Key

assumptions for the GDF model include:


One dimensional,



Gas phase flame,



Conduction heat transfer from flame to grain,



Fuel and oxidizer released as pockets of vapor,



Oxidizer pocket size connected to the average particle size



Both kinetic and diffusion effects contribute to reaction location, and



Only gas phase mixing of fuel and oxidizer [67].
To start, an energy balance of the propellant was performed as shown in Figure

E.1. As can be seen in the figure, the energy balance is an ablative model as discussed in
Chapter 2. Performing the energy balance results in the equation
𝑘𝑔

(𝑇𝑓𝑙 −𝑇𝑠 )
𝐿

= 𝑚̇𝑡′′ 𝑐𝑝 (𝑇𝑠 − 𝑇𝑜 ) − 𝑚̇𝑡′′ 𝑄𝑠

(E.1)

where kg is the thermal conductivity of the gases, Tfl is the flame temperature, Ts is the
surface temperature of the propellant, L is the reaction zone length, ṁt’’ is the mass flux
of the propellant, cp is the specific heat of the propellant, To is the initial temperature of
the propellant, and Qs is the heat release of the propellant.
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Flame Zone

kg(Tfl-Ts)/L ṁtʹʹQs

ṁtʹʹcpTs

L

Propellant

ṁtʹʹcpTo

Figure E.1. GDF Energy Balance [67]

In order to solve Eq. E.1 to find the mass flux of the propellant, the reaction zone
length must be determined. For the model shown in Figure E.1, the length of the reaction
zone can be found using the equation:
𝐿 =𝑢⋅𝜏

(E.2)

where u is the velocity of the propellant gas escaping the control volume and τ is the
residence time of the gases in the reaction zone. To find the reaction zone length, both
the velocity and the residence time need to be determined. The velocity of the propellant
gas is equal to the mass flux divided by the density of the gas. This is given by the
equation
𝑢=

𝑚̇𝑡′′
𝜌𝑔

where ρg is the density of the propellant gas.
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(E.3)

As stated in the assumptions list, both kinetic and diffusion effects are considered
to be significant. For the GDF model, the reaction zone length is considered to be a
summation of the kinetic and diffusion contributions. To find the kinetic contribution to
the reaction zone length, the residence time is determined assuming a global second order
reaction of the mixed gases using an Arrhenius function. This results in the equation
2

𝜏 = [(1 − 𝜖) 𝜌𝑔 𝐴𝑒

−1
−𝐸
( 𝑎⁄𝑅𝑇 )
𝑔

]

(E.4)

where ε is a function of the reaction products (equal to zero at the propellant surface and
one at reaction completion), A is the pre-exponential factor of the Arrhenius function, Ea
is the activation energy of the reaction, R is the gas constant of the propellant, and Tg is
the average temperature of the hot gases. The GDF model assumes that the (1-ε)2 term is
approximately equal to one over the flame zone indicating that the reaction occurs near
the propellant surface. Using that assumption, Eqs. E.3 and E.4 can be substituted into
Eq. E. 2 to yield the equation:
𝑚̇𝑡′′

𝐿𝑘 =
𝜌𝑔 𝐴𝑒

(

−𝐸𝑎
⁄𝑅𝑇 )
𝑔

(E.5)

where Lk is the kinetic reaction zone length. Next, Eq. E.5 can be solved for the mass
flux, substituted into Eq. E.1 (assuming that L in Eq. E.1 only includes the kinetic
contribution), and solved for the kinetic reaction zone length to yield the equation:
𝐿𝑘 =

√𝑘𝑔 (𝑇𝑓𝑙 −𝑇𝑠 )
√ (
𝜌𝑔 √𝑐𝑝 (𝑇𝑠 −𝑇𝑜 )−𝑄𝑠 𝐴𝑒

−𝐸𝑎
⁄𝑅𝑇 )
𝑔

(E.6)

where all terms have been previously defined. Finally, Eq. E.6 can be further refined by
assuming that the density of the gases follows ideal gas law. Applying that assumption
results in the equation
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𝐿𝑘 =

√𝑘𝑔 (𝑇𝑓𝑙 −𝑇𝑠 )

⋅

√𝑐𝑝 (𝑇𝑠 −𝑇𝑜 )−𝑄𝑠

𝑅𝑇𝑔
√
𝐴𝑒

1

−𝐸
( 𝑎⁄𝑅𝑇 )
𝑔

⋅𝑝

𝑐ℎ

(E.7)

where pch is the chamber pressure. As can be seen in the equation, the kinetic reaction
zone length is inversely proportional to the chamber pressure.
Next, the diffusion contribution to the reaction zone length can be found using the
diffusion residence time of
𝜏=

𝑑2

(E.8)

𝐷𝑔

where d is the particle diameter and Dg is the binary diffusivity of the oxidizer and fuel
vapors. As stated in the assumptions, as the propellant vaporizes, it forms pockets of fuel
vapor and oxidizer vapor. The particle diameter can be related to the mass in the vapor
pockets using the equation
𝜇 = 𝜌𝑔 𝑑 3

(E.9)

where μ is the vapor pocket mass. By substituting Eqs. E.3, E.8, and E.9 into Eq. E.2, the
following expression for the diffusion reaction zone length is obtained
𝐿𝐷 =

2
𝑚̇𝑡′′ 𝜇 ⁄3

(E.10)

5⁄

𝜌𝑔 3 𝐷𝑔

where LD is the diffusion reaction zone length. Solving Eq. E.10 for the mass flux,
substituting into Eq. E.1 (assuming that L in Eq. 1 only includes the diffusion
contribution), and solving for the diffusion reaction zone length yields the equation
𝐿𝐷 =

√𝑘𝑔 (𝑇𝑓𝑙 −𝑇𝑠 )
√𝑐𝑝 (𝑇𝑠 −𝑇𝑜 )−𝑄𝑠
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⋅

1
𝜇 ⁄3
5

1

⁄
⁄
𝜌𝑔 6 𝐷𝑔 2

(E.11)

where all terms have been previously defined. Equation E.11 can be further refined by
substituting relationships for the pocket mass and binary diffusivity terms. The binary
diffusivity can be found using the equation
3

𝐷𝑔 = 𝑘1

⁄
𝑇𝑔 2

(E.12)

𝑝𝑐ℎ

where k1 is a binary diffusivity parameter including the contributions from the Boltzmann
constant, molecular mass, and molecular diameter [47]. Next the pocket mass can be
defined according the oxidizer particle diameter using the equation
𝜇

1⁄
3

1⁄

= 𝑘2 3 𝑑𝑜

(E.13)

where k2 is the pocket density and do is the oxidizer particle diameter. Substituting
Eqs. E.12 and E.13 into Eq. E.14 and applying the ideal gas law for the gas density yields
the equation
𝐿𝐷 =

√𝑘𝑔 (𝑇𝑓𝑙 −𝑇𝑠 )
√𝑐𝑝 (𝑇𝑠 −𝑇𝑜 )−𝑄𝑠

1

⋅

1

⁄ 5
⁄
𝑘2 3 𝑅 ⁄6 𝑇𝑔 12
1⁄
𝑘1 2

⋅

𝑑𝑜
1⁄

𝑝𝑐ℎ3

(E.14)

where all terms have been previously defined. By summing the kinetic reaction zone
length given in Eq. E.7 and the diffusion reaction zone length given in Eq. E.14, the total
reaction zone length can be obtained thus giving the flame location in the model.
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